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EDUCATIONAL VISIONING WORKSHOPS
Facilitated by New Vista Design in partnership with DLA Architects, Ltd.

 Master Facilities Plan & Educational Visioning Workshops
Timeline
 Consolidated Notes - May 18 – 22, 2020
 Faculty Questionnaire Responses - May 18, 2020
 Teacher Master Plan Workshop - October 1, 2020
 Community Master Plan Workshop - October 1, 2020
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Envisioning 21st Century Schools

EDUCATIONAL VISIONING WORKSHOPS
Facilitated by New Vista Design in partnership with DLA Architects, Ltd.

In November of 2018, Kenilworth SD 38 Administrators and DLA Architects participated
in three days of Educational Visioning Workshops facilitated by David Stephen of New
Vista Design in Boston, MA. In a dynamic and hands-on experience designed to mirror
that of the Learning Environments for Tomorrow (LEFT) Institute offered through the
Harvard Graduate School of Education, participants were led through a step-by-step
visioning process aimed at capturing their best thinking about The Joseph Sears
School’s current and future educational goals and priorities and connecting them to best
practices and possibilities in innovative school facility design. In February of 2020, New
Vista Design came to Kenilworth to facilitate the Educational Visioning Workshops at
Sears School. The process began on Thursday March 12, 2020 with an in-person
workshop at JSS with a diverse group of stakeholders which included Board Members,
Administrators, Community Members, Faculty, Parents and Students. However, on
Friday, March 13th, the State went into lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic, so all
subsequent workshops were conducted virtually.
Despite unprecedented challenges, the workshops were a success, and the District was
able to determine the goals, priorities and desired design elements that were important
to the Kenilworth School District 38 Stakeholders during the workshops which were then
used a to inform and guide all aspects of the Sears School renovation and design
process. The following section provides a timeline of the Master Facilities Planning and
Educational Visioning Workshops as well as the notes from the workshops and a
summary of the responses from the Faculty Survey.
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Master Facilities Plan
& Visioning Workshops Timeline
•

DLA Architects, Ltd., 20/10 Engineering, and W-T Civil Engineering assess The Joseph
Sears School campus and develop Facilities Assessment
o

•

September 2018

DLA Architects & 20/20 Engineers perform The Joseph Sears School 10-Year Life Safety
Survey
o

•

Tour of Kennedy Elementary and Gemini Middle Schools
o

•

May 13 – 18th, 2020

JK-2 Focus Group Meeting
o

•

Friday, March 13th, 2020

Faculty questionnaire responses compiled and presented to the District
o

•

Thursday, March 12th, 2020

Visioning Workshop 2 w/ David Stephen
o

•

Monday, March 9th, 2020

Visioning Workshop 1 w/ David Stephen
o

•

Thursday, March 5th, 2020

Tour of Prairie Crossing Charter School
o

•

Thursday, February 27th, 2020

Meeting w/ Katie Norwold and WOLD to discuss Sustainability Audit
o

•

August 2019 – March 2020

Monday, May 18th, 2020

Related Arts/PE Focus Group Meeting
o

Tuesday, May 19th, 2020
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•

6-8 Focus Group Meeting
o

•

3-5 Focus Group Meeting
o

•

Friday, September 11th, 2020

Option 6C Plan Review
o

•

Thursday, September 10th, 2020

Master Facilities Plan Review with School District and Park District
o

•

Tuesday, September 8th, 2020

Master Facilities Plan Update
o

•

Thursday, September 3rd, 2020

Option 6 Design Review
o

•

Thursday, August 27th, 2020

Option 6 Program Narrative Review
o

•

Friday, July 24th, 2020

Master Facilities Plan Update
o

•

Thursday, July 16th, 2020

Programming Meeting with School District and Park District
o

•

Thursday, July 9th, 2020

Master Facilities Plan Update
o

•

Tuesday, June 7th, 2020

Master Facilities Plan Update
o

•

Wednesday, May 27th, 2020

Educational Leadership Team Meeting
o

•

Friday, May 22nd, 2020

Thursday, September 24th, 2020

Master Facilities Plan Staff and Community Meetings
o

Thursday, October 1st, 2020
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Teacher Visioning Workshops
Overview and Notes
May 18-22, 2020

The following pages offer a summary of notes taken and
information gathered during the Joseph Sears School
Teacher Visioning Workshops that took place between
May 18-27, 2020. If you have questions, or would like to
add comments or ideas to this evolving narrative please
contact Sears Principal Stephanie Helfand at
shelfand@kenilworth38.org .
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Joseph Sears School

Teacher Educational Visioning Workshop Overview and Notes
Between May 18-27, 2020, approximately 52 Joseph Sears
School teachers engaged in one-of-four educational and Teacher
Architectural Visioning Workshops that were facilitated by the
Boston-based architectural firm of New Vista Design and the
Chicago-based firm of DLA Architects. Each of the four identical
2.5-hour-long workshops aimed to elicit teach feedback on the
educational and architectural goals and priorities that had been
articulated for the renovation of the present Joseph Sears school
facility during a series of Educational Visioning Workshops that
took place at Sears School on March 12 and 13, 2020. Due to
COVID-19 social distancing measures, all workshops were held
virtually.
Workshop topics included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Future Ready Learning Goals for Joseph Sears School students
Priorities and Considerations for the master planning and renovation of the Joseph Sears School
Teaming Needs of Joseph Sears School teachers as connected to varied grade bands
Educational and architectural Guiding Principles and Priorities for master planning and renovation effort
Desired Design Patterns and features for the master plan and renovated building
Blue Sky Ideas for the master plan and renovated building

Workshop Groups included:
•
•
•
•

JK-2 Teachers – May 18, 2020
3-5 Teachers – May 27, 2020
6-8 Teachers – May 22, 2020
Related Arts and PE Teachers – May 19, 2020

Teacher feedback from each of these workshops has been recorded and highlighted in the following set of notes and is
meant to inform all aspects of the Joseph Sears School master planning, renovation and design process. Some of the
information gathered has been combined across grade-level groupings and workshops, while some of it is highlighted by
grade level band.
A workshop agenda and list of participants can be found at the end of the notes. For more information, please contact
Joseph Sears School Principal, Stephanie Helfand at shelfand@kenilworth38.org
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Priorities and Considerations
The following list of priorities and considerations for the design of the renovated and/or
new Joseph Sears School facility and campus were brainstormed during one of four Teacher
Educational Visioning Workshops that took place during May, 2020. Priorities that were
recorded from each of the four workshops have been combined and organized by like
themes below.

Universal Design

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building
Natural light
Softer and controlled lighting
Lots of natural light, but also ability to shade windows and focus on the inside.
Good acoustics
The building should have proper lighting and a climate-controlled environment
Consistency of heat/cooling
Acoustic attenuation in high traffic areas
More natural light (skylights, floor to ceiling windows)

Innovative Curriculum and Programming

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible Classrooms

Personalized learning
Meeting the needs of all learners
Differentiation/individualization
Creativity, collaboration, differentiation and inspiration,
forward thinking
Whole child (core plus other disciplines as well)
Differentiated learning and meeting the needs of all
learners
Community based learning
Learning experiences and flexibility to deliver
curriculum in a diverse and creative way, flexibility
A joyful environment for students, easy to navigate
while holding space for a variety of student needs and
interests
Child scaled spaces in all shared spaces
An environment which celebrates student achievement
in many ways and leaves lots of room for
experimentation and innovation
Strong learning environment
Instructional space for all teachers
Ready access to physical teaching/learning resources
throughout the schoolhouse

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sinks in classrooms
Consider furniture and fixtures as connected to the
pandemic and to need for separation
More flexible space for teaching, assessment, etc.
Appropriate classroom learning and play space for
young learners
Learning spaces conducive to small group
instruction
Creating spaces where students can easily
collaborate and teachers can team teach
Not losing sight of maintaining some important
foundational/traditional aesthetics for learning,
spaces that foster executive functioning
Flexible learning environments
Natural light
Welcoming spaces and gathering spaces
Spaces that aren’t uniform in size or scale
More area for gross motor activities
Not every wall needs to be a moving wall
Back rooms are essential
Flexible furniture to be able to move shelves,
tables, and desks
Spaces in the classroom for individuals, small
groups and whole groups
Space where primary teacher classrooms are close
together
Openness of classrooms
Space for children to be out of the room but within
teacher sight
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Priorities and Considerations Continued
Classroom Neighborhoods
•
•
•
•
•

Allow for seamless collaboration and communication;
giving us the sense of "communities" or "departments"
within the JK-8 schoolhouse
Creating "community" across the school (JK-8) and
neighborhood
Centralized materials and collections for all grades
Spaces that minimize transition time for students
Easily accessible small group space for interventionists
near classrooms- flexible space

Community Use and Access

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear entrances for community that are welcoming
Safety: clarity on which spaces are/will be used and
when
We are a small community - we are the heart. We also
share a lot of spaces (in some ways ineffectively) and
would love to see the "Community Campus" idea
explored in depth
Better access to gym for sporting events
Community centered and created murals, mosaics
Use this opportunity to increase community access.
Currently only athletics uses our space
Wide open spaces used to construct Eagle Scout and
community projects
Flexible public meeting spaces with easy hookups for
technology
The community needs and deserves safe access to the
building on a regular basis
Continued recognition of the longstanding traditions of
the school in the community
Access for visitors/parents to the gym

Redesigned Entry Area

•
•
•

Sustainability

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

A warm, inviting and up-to-date space that allows
community from JK-8 while respecting the space needs
of a middle school
Welcoming, inspiring, warm, cool, innovative, a place
that students discover and showcase their passions
Welcoming entrance

Sustainable
Save the sky light in foyer
Lots of natural light in all areas!
Green features that save money, support learning, and
reduce waste
Indoor/outdoor spaces (I know we are not in
California)
Being a careful steward of the school’s finances while
also being a model of green architecture
Educational innovation driven by sustainability
Windows that open and close

Honoring History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety and Welcome
•

Welcoming entrance with open gathering space
On rainy days, a place where students can gather
before the bell rings, other than our current front hall
Entrance space for students across grade levels to
gather, perhaps play their instrument, collaborate in a
structured manner

Preserve the history
o Artwork needs to be highlighted somewhere.
The school should still feel like it has a lot of character,
warmth, and love, which is one of the feelings you
currently get from Sears, although "outdated" it's cozy
Important to maintain the character of the school
A mix of old and new
Cohesion between the old town
Charming – feel of being old world
There is an aspect that is appealing to a modern
approach, but also consider the warm, old-world feel
that should be preserved

Gathering Spaces

•
•
•
•
•

A space to plan and organize the many traditions etc.
Centrally located community space
Students inherently like to gather. Even with our
traditional classrooms, the students love their home
room community and consider it their safe home base
Designated areas for community activities, i.e. scouts
Kid-friendly spaces that allow for flexible seating and
center areas
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Priorities and Considerations Continued
Varied and Flexible Spaces

•
•
•
•
•
•

Varied Spaces
Wide open space
Multiple use spaces
Multiple spaces that are available for large groups,
small group and individual work -indoor and outdoor
Multipurpose Space
Different types of spaces — large group, small group —
sound-proof rooms for recording, music creation,
testing (multi use)

Collaborative Spaces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inviting spaces that encourage collaboration for small
and large groups
Time and space to collaborate with colleagues within
and across grade levels and content areas.
Spaces for students to collaborate that are safe
environments for students and teachers
Space for collaboration with students — creative
projects (Makerspace)
Collaborative spaces
Space for large group rehearsals, space to collaborate
Schedule that allows for teams to work collaboratively
A classroom for all teachers OR make the auditorium
more workable

Quiet, Calming and Therapeutic Spaces

•
•
•

Sensory room
Room designed with sensory equipment
Quiet spaces for children to regroup

Indoor and Outdoor Connections

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special Education Resources / Services

•
•

•
•

Pride in facilities!
Aesthetics - building and grounds contribute positively
to the appearance in the community
The appearance of the building has a lot of meaning to
a lot of people
We don't want a school that feels too mass-produced
or like other schools.

Village House Connections
•

More park district and school partnership

Peer Tutoring
Organized and welcoming spaces for interventionists
and special education teachers to provide a range of
services - in class, back rooms, own classroom

Good Flow and Organization
•
•
•

Ease of flow to prevent congestion between
classrooms moving around.
Organization should not be lost
A well-structured, safe building, easy to get around

Spaces that Support Parental Access
•
•

Good Fit for Community

•
•

Spaces to learn outside the classroom
Connecting to outdoor classroom and extending use
with greenhouse
Feature the outdoor garden! It is an awesome space
that could be leveraged more.
Indoor/Outdoor Multipurpose Space
Outdoor storage
Greenhouse
Bringing nature inside
Organic connection to outside spaces (courtyard,
outdoor classroom/garden)
More access to outside and learning from the school

•
•

I think parents want to be involved in the school
building more regularly- having facilities to support
that would be great
Parents should be able to meet in the building in a
safe space specifically for volunteering, planning,
presentations, taking a class, etc.
We would love more parent volunteers in classrooms
Would love to have parents organizing choices for our
students at lunch

Display and Exhibition
•
•
•
•

Space to integrate our work into the classrooms and
throughout the school.
Showcase spaces/ gallery spaces
Bulletin boards at student level in the hallways
The school as a showcase for what middle school
students are working on
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Priorities and Considerations Continued
Transparency and Connection

•
•

Athletic Spaces
•

Glass — more open classrooms
Visible learning

After School Programming
•

Increased Storage

•
•
•
•
•

Easy access to lots of storage (science/related arts, etc.)
Storage for learning materials
Lockers are important
Student accessible storage to encourage individualized
learning
Indoor storage area

Student voices and perspectives are part of the solution

Student Privacy
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Teacher bathrooms

•

•
•
•
•
•

Physical and online access
Technology: access to multiple teaching tools,
printing capabilities

Health & Wellness
•

Art / Music / Performance Spaces
•

One centrally located library tech center
Separate library for upper and lower grades."

Technology

Students need lockers and bathrooms that promote
privacy for all

More Bathrooms

•

A particular place for before and after-school
care...this has become very important in recent years
Space to accommodate after school clubs and
activities
Continue the use of the gym for sports, using the
building for after school meetings, and securing the
building during those events.

Library / Media Center

Student Engagement
•

2 gyms

Fine arts wing - performance and rehearsal space
together, welcoming to students
The Related Arts Night was a huge success and to be
able to have the school feel the way it did that evening
for families should be a goal. Our school should be
more open to everyone for events like this.
Fine arts wing - performance and rehearsal spaces close
together
Studio space
Rehearsal and performance spaces that are welcoming
to parents/community members
Music rooms that are sound-proof and designed for
music
Keep the auditorium for plays and concerts

Space to promote health and wellness

Drop-off / Pick-up Area
•

Covered drop off and gathering space for families
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Feedback on Future Ready Learning Goals 1.0
Sears teachers gave their feedback on the “Future Ready Learning Goals 1.0” for Joseph Sear School’s students that were
developed by the Educational Working Group (EWG) during the Visioning Workshop One that took place on March 12,
2020.

Faculty Feedback
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very comprehensive list!
I can see this as a list for both students and faculty
Great List. I love that curiosity and play were included
I like that the first few categories focus on the student/person and their place in society and well-being
This seems like a good snapshot of what our school represents and where it could go in the future. I like the emphasis
on Global Citizenship
This list is definitely forward thinking - I would say we are not there yet with these goals
We are currently more traditional, are these goals for the future?
Surprised that global citizenship is first. Not sure that’s where we are now, would like to get there.
Liking this aspirational thinking but hoping leadership will want to move us here. For example: “giving back project”
Importance of cross curricular development and implementation
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020
Feedback on Future Ready Learning Goals 1.0 Continued
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maybe we should not put these in numerical order when all of these goals are so important
Should communication also be higher on the list? You need to know how to respectfully communicate all these ideas
I am surprised that collaboration didn't receive more votes
Meeting the needs of all learners
Key to learning at Sears that was not specifically represented, inclusivity
I would prefer using the expression: a celebration of "mistakes" that we learn from rather than celebration of "failure"
I wonder if flexibility and adaptability would be further up the list now. Also - do we have independence in there?
The one thing that seems to be missing is safety and security, from both a lockdown and a pandemic perspective
Let’s think about how our spaces can support all of these things!
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Feedback on Guiding Principles 1.0
Sears teachers gave their feedback on the “Guiding Principles 1.0” for Joseph Sear School’s students that were developed
by the Educational Working Group (EWG) during the Visioning Workshop Two that took place on March 13, 2020.

1. Personalization
o
o
o
o

Teacher Feedback

Critical Thinking and Courageous Advocacy
Creative and Visible Learning
Enrichment Programming
Social Emotional Growth

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personalized learning
Student voice and choice
Project-Based Learning
Play-Based Learning
Genius hours
Differentiated programming
Welcoming space for students (before and
after school)
More cross-curricular
Child-scaled
Creating “Space to Embrace” – Allowing kids
to find their own space
Supports for students who are struggling
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Feedback on Guiding Principles 1.0 Continued
2. Accessibility
o
o
o

Teacher Feedback

Warmth, Safety and Invite
Cultural and Global Inclusivity
Pedestrian and Bicycle Access

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3. Flexibility
o
o
o

Teacher Feedback

Agility of Spaces and Furniture
Neighborhood Clustering
Adaptability to Changing Population

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4. Community Orientation
o
o
o

Universal Design for learning
Welcoming gathering area for all ages
Child scaled
Access to before and after school spaces
Teacher collaboration hubs within
neighborhoods
Better restrooms and accessibility
Non-gender restrooms
Secure space for bicycles and scooters
Lighting and security in parking lot
Comprehensive plan to address functionality of
entire building
Improved indoor accessibility (wider hallways
and stairs)

Grade-band groupings
Flexible neighborhoods
Multi-purpose space with interior and exterior
access
Visible access to panoramic of views
Hallways as a place for community building
Adaptability for sensory needs
Comfortable and durable finishes (kids like to
learn everywhere)
Connectivity between neighborhoods
Varied equipment for varied age kids

Teacher Feedback

School as Community Resource
A Hub of Community Connection
Preservation of Tradition and History

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building classroom community
Spaces for gathering
Village House connection
Gathering space for teams
Structured vs. non-structured ”hang-out” space
Before and after school access
Learning Hub near main entry to socialize, work,
and collaborate
Display history throughout (i.e. art collections,
Eagle Scouts, tiled mural)
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Feedback on Guiding Principles 1.0 Continued
5. Outdoor Connectivity
o
o

Teacher Feedback

Connections to Nature
Outdoor Spaces for Learning and Gathering

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6. Sustainability
o
o
o

Better utilize outdoor connections and spaces
(Art Room courtyard and Early Childhood area)
Cultivate naturalist mindsets
Provide Outdoor Science Classroom
Areas for reading and lawn seating
Enough for full grade level (62 students)
Festival style seating
Intervention perspective
Ease of courtyard access
Math: ratios of distances/proportional reasoning
Living walls

Teacher Feedback

Maximum Efficiency
Indoor Comfort and Wellness
Building as Teacher

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Emotional Growth

Geothermal or solar
Thermal control and comfort
Fresh air (operable windows)
Improved mechanical systems
Lighting (LED, full-spectrum, daylighting)
Acoustics (acoustical separation from loud
spaces)
Heating & cooling (temp control in classrooms)
Compost and recycling integrated into building
Outdoor connectivity
HVAC systems on display for teaching purposes

Teacher Suggested Guiding Principle #7
•

One group of teachers suggested adding a new
Guiding Principle of Social Emotional Growth, along
with the list of indicators to the right.

•
•
•
•

This was later discussed in a Leadership Team
workshop that took place on June 9, 2020, with the
consensus being that this principal and indicators
were very important, but could be covered under
Guiding Principal #1: Personalization.

Students have the ability to hang up their work
on the walls and it is displayed at their eye level
Incorporate student choice and interest
Project based learning
Voice amplification
Have a Growth Mindset
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Teacher Teaming and Collaboration Needs
The following needs with regard to Joseph Sears School teacher collaboration and teaming were recorded during the
Teacher Educational Visioning Workshops that took place from May 18-23, 2020.

JK-2 Teacher Teaming Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Team Planning happens between lower grades
Have started to and would like to continue to co-teach
especially for Special Education
Spaces for push in and pull out
Student services should be able to “push in” when
using the classroom, as well as use breakout rooms
Special Ed Teacher Perspective - Common planning
time is needed
Proximity is very important in Jk-2. We should all be
together, including student services and
interventionists
Resources and materials should be adjacent
User friendly space within the classroom
Space for center-based activities
Quiet vs. active spaces within classroom
Sensory space with adjacent storage room for
resources and supplies
JK-2 reading resources area - Leveled reading Book
Room
Child scaled elements i.e. windows
We use our “back rooms” now - but “front rooms”
would be better
Teacher (Adult) Ergonomics and spatial planning
should be considered in addition to student’s scale how can both be achieved simultaneously. This is
especially important when furniture is the scale of
young students

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Space for team teaching and collaborative teaching is
needed in the classrooms
Having a breakout / small group or space like the
current “back of the classrooms” nooks is used
A calming area / room
Sensory room that can accommodate movement, (i.e.
swing?) this room would have trampolines, balls, &
different sensory experiences
o Movement
o Dedicated Gross Motor skills room for this age
group?
o A place that is separate from the classroom, but
centrally located in the JK-2 wing so activities like
Go Noodle, and other resources can be used or a
student and teacher can go to the room and it is
close to the heart of the lower school
Learning Hubs where students can meet outside of the
classroom to work in groups or independently
Currently the lower grades are far apart - it would
make more sense for resource use and team teaching
for all of them to be in close proximity
The JK-2 learners will experience the building
differently than older students, how can the building
be a teaching tool for the younger student (scale,
understanding, use of colors & textures?)

Grades 3-5 Teacher Teaming Needs
•

Teachers currently meet in a back room, that has
turned into a storage room, for planning.
o Support staff, reading & math support and
teachers meet once a week.
o Once a week all 5th grade teachers meet
o RTI meets weekly

•
•
•

A very collaborative school, and plan together all the
time
Would be great to have a place for specialists to store
their stuff
We all want to work together, but it gets hard when
there is no storage
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020
Grades 3-5 Teacher Teaming Needs Continued
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

3-5th grade do not change classrooms (until end of
5th gr. In preparation for 6th)
Storage space in each classroom for Support
Specialists’ materials is needed
Support is pushed into the class at these grades so an
area in the classroom to meet and for
material/resource storage would be nice
Don’t team teach much - specialists work with
students one on one
For these younger grades, more storage in the
classrooms is needed, not only for grade books, but
also supplies:
o We work digitally, but will always have pencil,
paper, colored paper etc.
Teacher’s Planning Space is needed
o A dedicated space that is not used for testing or
other uses.
Would be great to have “backrooms” accessible from
hallways
We love our “back rooms,” but they are filled with
storage - which is mostly not ideal for kids for small
group work or testing
4th grade plans as a team once a week...lunch
together...collaborate daily
4th grade - storage issues…
Cohort meetings take place in the room of the cohort
leader (Currently...making things work...but no
designated “Teaming” space)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Makes it easier for specialists to access them
We team to pace and to long-term planning as a team,
but need spaces that celebrate our own individuality
The 4th grade team plans as a team and collaborates
on a daily basis
In terms of team-teaching, there have been years
where the Student Services person takes on a teamteaching role, depending on the needs of the kids. It
would be nice if rooms supported that
For the future, there might be more team teaching
Once a week RTI meetings and Cohort meetings,
usually in Cohort Leader space
Would be great to be able to meet and team across
grade bands once in a while
o 5th grade is the “bridge” grade from elementary
to junior high
o When we were “content” teachers in the past,
would meet with Junior High and that was very
valuable to get the whole scope
Some of these conversations happen when we are
renewing curriculum, i.e. all subject area teachers
o Vertical and horizontal discussions
We also have department meetings Some of this has been led by the leadership - which
has changed
A teacher’s lounge is the place where that can happen
The new teacher’s lounge is gorgeous, but sometimes
it can’t be used because there is small group testing

Grades 6-8 Teacher Teaming Needs
•
•
•
•
•

The current schedule limits the ability to meet during
the day for teachers to collaborate.
There is one Interventionist per Core Team
The Teacher’s Lounge is isolated in the building
A small group teaching space is needed for extended
learning that is visually connected and acoustically
separated to the Interventionist offices
A suite of offices and small group teaching spaces
might offer the visual security needed and also the
privacy students desire

•

•

Also to note: The Science lab in the basement works
well as a lab for 7th & 8th grade. The 6th grade
currently has science in a classroom that wasn’t
designed as a lab with appropriate finishes, casework,
sinks etc.
Also, there was a lot of discussion about having to go
through the 8th grade classroom in the basement to
get to the second classroom
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020
Grades 6-8 Teacher Teaming Continued
•
§
§

§

Intervention
o Communication with teachers (5-8)
5th, 6th, 7th, 8th (Separate Teams)
Preferably in person
o Teaming is vital to Interventionist job
o Scheduling challenges are more limiting than the
architectural challenges
o Centrally located within grades
Disciplinary Centers (Math, Literacy, etc.)
o Stigma of being “too visible”

§

•
•
§

Being integrated and adjacent to a hub but maintain
anonymity
o Distractibility is an issue…
o Privacy
o Ability to focus
Science
o Support with Interventions
o Informational writing
Spaces
o Science Labs are currently separated…
But, space is great!! (architecturally)
o Ideally, we would have closer physical proximity
to them

Related Arts and PE Teacher Teaming Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Related Arts collaborates with grade bands combining
projects
Scheduling can be a challenge… as well as time
Arts Night
Proximity is a problem (spread throughout the
building)
Need centralized spaces for collaboration
PE transitions could be smoother. Connectivity to the
rest of the school
PE and health teaming. Need larger health space
Scheduling Gym space. It would be helpful to have
additional spaces for activities
Music collaboration - No large rehearsal room
Band room on second floor causes issues. Band and
performance arts spaces should all be on first floor
near Auditorium
Connectivity with outdoor classroom and garden
Practical arts could be different
Teaming has a lot to do with scheduling, however, the
physical characteristics / limitation of the building
affects scheduling. I.e. Related subjects are far away
or have to meet at the same time due to space
limitations. It’s good that having classes at the same
time would allow team teaching, however, classrooms
and performance spaces are so far apart, it’s not able
to be done.
Distance between teacher resources, workrooms and
storage of materials hinders efficient teaming.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

§

§

Underutilized spaces such as the link, auditorium etc.,
do not have flexible furniture or space that can be
effectively utilized for teaching (wasted space)
Lack of acoustical separation between teaching spaces
limits creative teaching, i.e. singing songs in different
languages, when an adjacent class needs quiet time.
Having a hub for music and performing arts where
students can be loud if needed. Acoustically and
spatially separate!
Having a central staff collaboration office with a
workspace adjacent. The space should also have the
ability to have individual work space and group
collaboration space
World Languages currently meet in a group a lot, a
space for team collaboration of multiple disciplines
would be nice where larger groups of teachers could
come together.
LTC - Makerspace (small group, teacher)
o Movies, podcasts, Green Screen, Video Editing,
Collaboration, Take creativity to next level
Physical Education - Whole grade level at one time...1
gym
o Need more space...overcrowded
Smaller groups...different activities, appeal to kids
(some competitive, some not...it is important to allow
choice of activities)
Yoga
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020
Related Arts and PE Teacher Teaming Needs Continued
§

•
§
•
•
•
•

Open Space
o Health Room
o Indoor/Outdoor space for inclement weather (e.g.
Multipurpose Room)
o Indoor/Outdoor Track (measure running)
Music
o 4 Teacher...3 Teaching spaces (one on stage)
Rehearsal Space
Too small (currently)...inefficient music storage
Need space conducive for activities
Soundproofing!!
Visual Arts
o Proximity to other related arts (e.g. Makerspaces,
Recording spaces, creating portfolios, displaying
art digitally)

§
§

§
•

§
§
§

Allow collaboration with other arts
Connection to technology
o Storage!!
o 2 art teachers...2 art rooms (currently)
o Lighting...so important (controlling lighting and
subsequently temperature)
Projection becomes a challenge
o Kiln
Outdoor Learning
o Art in courtyard
o Music performance?
Listening activities
o PE
Blacktop is slippery
Fields
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Teacher Educational
Visioning Workshop Notes May, 2020

Teacher Feedback on Design Patterns 1.0
Sears teachers gave their feedback on the “Design Patterns 1.0” for the renovated and/or new Joseph Sear School facility
that were developed by the Educational Working Group (EWG) during the Visioning Workshop Two that took place on
March 13, 2020. The following list of Design Patterns is shown order of priority, based on how many workshop participants
voted for them during the March 12-13 workshops. During the Teacher Educational Visioning Workshops, teachers had the
opportunity to respond to each Design Pattern with a “heart” (if they love the Design Pattern), a “thumbs up” (if they like
the Design Pattern), a “thumbs-down” (if they don’t like the Design Pattern), and a “question mark” (if they have questions
or feel like they need more information about the Design Pattern).
The voting results for each Design Pattern can be seen below. In general, teachers seem to be well-aligned with the
priority Design Patterns identified during the March workshops, with responses generally indicating that they “love” or
“like” the pattern as connected to the school renovation and master planning process. In those few instances where a
Design Pattern has received thumbs down or question mark feedback, it will be important to more fully explore what
questions and/or reservations teachers have about the pattern. In particular, the Visible Learning Design Pattern, although
receiving mostly positive feedback, will need further exploration.

1.

2.
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Teacher Educational
Visioning Workshop Notes May, 2020

Teacher Feedback on Design Patterns 1.0
3.

6.

4.

7.

5.

8.
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Teacher Educational
Visioning Workshop Notes May, 2020

Teacher Feedback on Design Patterns 1.0

9.

12.

10.

13.

14.

11.
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Teacher Educational
Visioning Workshop Notes May, 2020

Teacher Feedback on Design Patterns 1.0

15.

18.

16.

19.

17.

20.
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Teacher Educational
Visioning Workshop Notes May, 2020

Teacher Feedback on Design Patterns 1.0

21.

22.

23.
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Teacher Educational
Visioning Workshop Notes May, 2020

Blue Sky Ideas
The following “Blue Sky” ideas for the design of the renovated and/or new Joseph Sears School facility and campus were
brainstormed during the Teacher Educational Visioning Workshops that took place from May 18-23, 2020. Participants
developed their own Blue Sky Ideas during an individual writing activity and then shared them with the larger group. Blue
Sky Ideas, though sometime not feasible due to budget or design constraints, often hold the seeds of aspirational ideas
and design approaches that can be implemented on some level within the design.

Art and Innovation

Classic Materials and Aesthetic

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our school is so special because students take all the
specials/arts/WL/PE/health classes through 8th grade.
Please give us a space that highlights the importance
of all these subjects
A centrally located related arts wing!
All of the arts grouped together
Allow arts to encompass whole area where
K/multipurpose room is right now
Digital walls to display student work
Music wing with collaborative spaces, high ceilings for
optimal acoustics, and soundproofing
Innovation center that includes practical arts and
innovative tech - possibly attached to the library
Showcasing the Related Arts and the whole child,
creativity, larger spaces, and flexibility

Play and Movement
•
•

•
•

•
•

Sustainability
•

•

Climate control and window tinting are managed by
each teacher in their room via iPad

Classic materials used, not an explosion of rainbowcolored Formica
Make the school as similar to Sunset Ridge as possible

•

An area for board games and art and crafts for recess
Indoor play space for JK-2 students. Include
imagination playground, dramatic play center, arts
and crafts area, quiet space, large scale building blocks
Used daily by classrooms, but also for indoor recess
and after care
We need a gymnasium with a second floor, that has a
track around the top. Then from there it extends onto
a covered blacktop, the cover would house an outdoor
garden/collaborative space
Outdoor all-weather surface for playfield year round
Rec center with exercise and gym equipment for kids
in school, community/teacher use after school
Work out room for teachers and students with
exercise equipment
Animal space

Classroom Neighborhoods

•

•
•

New School or Sizable Addition

I love the classroom neighborhoods
Classroom neighborhoods that build community and
offer a variety of spaces

•

Accessibility
•
•
•

•

Sound systems in classrooms
I would love to see the entrance of the building
enhanced with a circle driveway for drop off pick up
More parking

•
•
•

Brand new building — preserve brick to keep the
traditional feel
We should use Townley Field to build a new school. I
don't know how we get everything we need with a
renovation
Knock down the Baker Building
Build a row of classrooms on the second floor above
the kindergarten classrooms
The use of the black top for an addition
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Blue Sky Ideas Continued
Outdoor Learning

Multi-Purpose Dining

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

I would love outdoor gardens outside each of our
grade level learning communities that have an
outdoor classroom for each learning community
Outdoor all-weather surface for playfield year-round
Outdoor Classroom
Connected to organics and to lunchroom
Indoor classrooms with kitchens to access organics for
cooking and eating
Year-round growing opportunities

•
•
•

Math Resource Center
•

Indoor Outdoor Connections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atrium spaces
A porch
Roof playground
Green Living Wall
Greenhouse
Rooftop Garden
Water features
An indoor arboretum with plants and running water
Due to our climate, creating coverings for already
existing outdoor spaces would be a great space for
classes to collaborate in

I would love to have hallway learning stations

Truly "blue sky" for me is a math resource center
modeled after my current space but about 10 times as
large with flexible spaces where small-group, one-onone, experiential, and individualized learning needs
could all be addressed with resources

Flexible Spaces and Features
•
•

•
•
•

Extended Learning Areas
•

A full functioning kitchen with a real dining
room/cafeteria with multiple exit/entry for better flow
of traffic and better handling of recycling
Hot lunch space option
A lunchroom for teachers
Area for food prep for teachers

•

Organized yet flexible with a cohesive theme
Walls that can become transparent or serve as privacy
shields when needed, to allow for more flexible spaces
appropriate to current use/various needs
Make auditorium classroom teaching friendly
Raise the ceiling
Bleachers are portable and can be added to a
multipurpose room for more seating for community
events
Charging stations in desks
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers.

Commons Café Area
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Intervention/Special Education Space
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Core Learning 6-8
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Multiple screens around the room to allow for multiple access points for students
Storage for equipment
For science, separate class and lab areas (allows for more individualized learning)
Science equipment - such as: air vent to remove scents and bunsen burners for experiments
Versatile classroom tables/chairs (allow for movement and different seating arrangements)

Inspiration Picture is from Shepard Middle School - Deerfield, IL)

Grade-level “pods” - allow for collaboration and places to work (or take assessments)
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Specialized Learning Space (Art, Music, Band, etc.)
Updated kitchens that could be used JK-8 for any content area
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Library Tech Center
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Library Tech Center
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Athletic/Fitness

Gym/multipurpose room connected to school,
flexible multipurpose space. Storage is accessible.
Natural Light and warm colors.

Indoor Track around gym
Garage doors to gym or multipurpose room
Multipurpose outdoor court

Health and fitness multipurpose are for student
choice and athletic training
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Outdoor Space

Grow spaces indoors
Greenhouse
Accessibility Indoor/Outdoor
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Outdoor Space

Bring outdoors in – Green Wall in common work and
meeting spaces
Rooftop garden, organics or rain tolerant plants – rain
garden for drainage
Other “green” gathering spaces around campus for
students and community
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Rooftop Spaces
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Play Spaces
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Corridor Circulation

Welcoming – mix of
innovation (green wall, and
history in case), large entry
way, hallway, multiple uses
and purposes
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Building as a Teaching Tool

Rooftop garden with solar exposed- teaching tool
Natural light
Master board measuring energy, solar, etc. that students can interact with
Solar
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

Building as Teaching Tool

Space for “exhibits” like in a children’s museum in each part of the
school to encourage students to explore, build, and play. We kind
of have a small version of this with the sensory board by 2nd grade.
We could have the space designated and then partner with
Children's Museums to get the traveling exhibits installed
throughout the year. These could also be visited by the community
and aligned to our curriculum.
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

General Look and Feel / Theme / Warmth

•
•
•
•
•

Mary Poppins
Paddington
Whimsical and not industrial
Like home
Timeless
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Teacher Educational Visioning
Workshop Notes - May, 2020

Inspirational Images
Joseph Sears School teachers were invited to share inspirational images for key spaces within a renovated and/or new
school. Below are selected images from those posted by individual Sears teachers. To see all the images, go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l0k4dpgyi6yd2if/AACd1z7HXU-YJHsmfl46hHzUa?dl=0

General Look and Feel / Theme / Warmth
Macquarie
Bank
Sydney, Australia
(Clive Wilkinson Architects)

Federal
Center South
Building
Seattle, WA
(ZGF Architects)
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Teacher Visioning Workshop Agenda
10 Min

Introduction and Overview
o Big picture overview of the visioning process

20 Min

Priorities Brainstorm
o Educational, Architectural and Community Priorities
o Using Mentimeter word bubbles

20 Min

Teaming Conversation
o Breakout group discussion of teaming
o What does teacher teaming look like within your grade levels, now and in the
future… and how could a renovated and/or new facility best support it?

25 min

Design Patterns
o Sharing of Design Patterns prioritized during visioning
o Participant feedback through Mentimeter

10 min

BREAK

30 min

Guiding Principles
o Breakout group review of Guiding Principles
o Add/Delete/Modify activity

15 min

Blue Sky Ideas
o Individual brainstorm
o Group sharing using Mentimeter word bubbles

5 min

Closing
o Next Steps
o Google Slides Inspirational Images
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Teacher Educational Visioning Participant List
All Joseph Sears School teachers, administrators, and School Board members had the opportunity to participate in one of the
four 2.5 hour-long teacher workshops. Participants for each workshop are listed below. Those members of the Design Team,
Administrative Team and School Board listed below each participated in all four of the workshops.

Related Arts and Physical Education
o Michele Harradine
French Teacher
o Bill Gordon
Chorus/General Music
Teacher
o Elisabeth LeBris
Library
o Kristin Rydholm
Library
o Katie Nahrwold
Practical Arts
o Lisa Lehman
Band
o Jason Hahnstadt
Physical Education
o Natalie McLemore
Physical Education
o Katie Spangler
Physical Education
o Ross Cabin
General Music
o Margo Parkes
Visual Arts
o Karolina Bajkowska
Visual Arts
o Gail Rodin
Orchestra
o Ali Hecimovich
o Deb Keegan
Communications
Coordinator
o Carrie De La Cruz
Director of Student Services
o John Scheidt
Industrial Arts
o Enza Fox
Technology Facilitator
o Samantha Valsamis
School Psychologist
JK-2 Teachers
o Jennifer Garza
o Christina Mellen
o Jennifer Willis
Teacher
o Tracey McDowell
o Blythe Szafoni
o Jill Carell
o Ann Rice
o Barb Rodriguez
o Allison Gilchrist
o Laurie Sahn

2nd Grade Teacher
Math Interventionist
JK -1 Special Education
JK Teacher
1st Grade Teacher
1st Grade Teacher
1st Grade Teacher
2nd Grade Teacher
2nd Grade Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher

3-5 Teachers
o Kim Goff
o Jennifer Arra
o Bernadette Slovitt
o Cathy Quigley

4th Grade Teacher
4th Grade Teacher
5th Grade Teacher
Math Interventionist

6-8 Teachers
o Elisabeth LeBris
o Justyna Hendry
o Cathy Quigley
o Katie Nahrwold
o Catherine Lucas
o Enza Fox
o Jeff Gerdin
o Rob Drewry
o John Scheidt

Library
7th Grade Math
Math Interventionist
Practical Arts
7th Grade Science
Technology Facilitator
Math Interventionist
Literacy Interventionist
Industrial Arts

Board of Education
o Mr. Evan Lukasik
o Mr. Stephen N. Potter

Board President
Board Member

Administrative Team
o Ms. Kate Donegan
o Dr. Stephanie Helfand
o Dr. Lisa Leali

Incoming Superintendent
Principal
Interim Superintendent

Design Team
o Steve Wright
o Matt Lowe
o Tracy Biederstadt
o Heather Juhl
o David Stephen

DLA Architects
DLA Architects
DLA Architects
DLA Architects
New Vista Design
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Faculty Questionnaire Responses
JK-2nd Grade (8 Responses)
May 18, 2020

1. What are your top priorities, whether educational, architectural, or community
related to a Sears School Facility and Campus Renovation Project?
• Safety is the utmost important and learning experiences that matter,
providing a workable, comfortable learning environment.
• Effective educational spaces for meeting with small groups of students,
allowing for group work, apple tv projection, and space for storage of
materials/manipulative. I would love to see consistent heating and air
conditioning throughout the building, faculty bathrooms, and a more
usable lounge space for preparing lunch (sink), and an elementary
math intervention space (described in more detail in question 2).
• Having classrooms that maximize student learning.
• Classrooms should be set up to allow for collaboration, flexible seating,
and student learning centers. There should be ample bookshelves and
storage space for materials.
• Classrooms should be functional for collaborative workspaces-ample
space for flexible seating and center work; shelving and cabinetry
should be accessible with space for storage.
• The classrooms need to functional for collaborative workspaces. There
should be ample room for flexible seating, storage, and centers.
• My top priority is the addition/reconfiguration of a space appropriate
for Junior Kindergarten learning. I would also like to see a covered area
for the younger children to be welcomed to school with their families at
the Kindergarten wing of the building, and a welcoming space for
students to arrive at school and not be in the elements before the bell
rings. A second gym or multipurpose room would be ideal to ease
scheduling issues and provide more space for inclement weather days
during lunch/recess. Climate control is also a key priority. A centrally
located space for faculty and staff to share and use for collaboration
would be appreciated.
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Updated building; Colorful so it looks like a school (maybe elementary
one color scheme and jr high another; Open spaces with seating for
flexible classes; Cafeteria with food service; New kindergarten
bathrooms (very outdated with lots of toilet issue, right now there are
two toilets with no privacy, would be nice to have 2 separate gender
neutral bathrooms, with a trough sink in the coat room so people can
wash hands and others can use bathroom)
2. What is most important for the Design Team to know about your program, your
classroom and your evolving teaching and learning needs as they consider a
building renovation and addition? Please preface your answer with the name of
your program or discipline and the grade level(s) you work with.
• I teach first grade and I would love to have a backroom. A quiet place
for the differing needs of my students, a place where another teacher
that pushes in can work, or where a child can go to take a break, or
small groups can work together without disturbing others.
• As an interventionist who works with the primary grades, it would be
beneficial to have a space that allows for meeting with small groups of
students to do table work, have some flexible seating/arrangement
options, while also projecting to a screen for whole group learning. At
this age level, I have numerous materials/manipulatives/resources that
need to be stored, so shelving/storage space would be beneficial.
Additionally, it would be helpful to have a space is designated for
primary math intervention. Currently, I share a room, and our groups
often overlap, leaving one of us to search for an available space, and
often be left without some of the resources that would be beneficial to
teaching. I also see my ideal space being a resource room for teachers
who would like to stop in and borrow materials, etc.
• Student Services (JK-2) - I would love to have air conditioning and a
classroom that does not carry over into the hallway. Is it possible to
merge my two spaces into one?
• Grade level teams and grade level bands (K-2) and support staff
(reading specialist, student services, social worker) should be in the
same area of the school to allow for collaboration and team teaching.
JK-2 would have tall wide-open cubbies with a shelf instead of lockers.
• Grade level 2; grade level teams, bands, and support staff should be in
the same section of the school (JK-2), to allow for collaboration and
team teaching; tall, wide open cubbies with a shelf instead of lockers;
eye level bulletin boards to display work in hallway
• Graded level teams, Student Services, and bands should be in the same
wing/section to allow for collaboration and team teaching. Each wing
or section has a multipurpose space for collaboration, and cross grade
level activities. JK-2 provide tall, wide cubbies with a shelf instead of
lockers. Display bulletin boards at eye level for all children to see. Have
functioning windows to allow for a breeze to cool off the room. Provide
•
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flexible lighting for the classroom. Lamps, or other alternatives to lights
other than the florescent lighting.
• As an early childhood teacher, the most important aspect to my
physical space is adequate space for children to spread out, create
large scale block building or projects, space for dramatic play, and
quiet spaces to reset. Having a space for one on one or small group
learning or assessment is also key. The classroom design should have sink
space for messy projects and hand cleaning (two sinks at child height),
all cabinetry and counters at appropriate child height, light, and
windows to bring nature into the classroom.
• I like the openness of the kindergarten rooms, would like bathrooms
updated, coatroom or cubbies in the hallway instead of classroom, and
new updated furniture.
3. Imagine that you are visiting your school 5 years from now. What would you like
to see architecturally and educationally?
• Improvements toward the playground. The children need more space
to run around and play ball or jump rope etc.
• I envision a school with a great deal of natural light and perhaps some
flexible lighting options, for instance the ability to dim lights. I see Sears
building on the great work that the sustainability committee has already
done by continuing to make choices that reduce the environmental
impact, increase energy efficiency, etc. I envision classrooms spaces
that allow for collaborative work, flexible spaces, and seating (places to
do work in a sitting position, standing etc.), optimal spaces for teachers
work with small groups of children. I envision furniture that utilizes space
efficiently. I still see some separation of spaces rather than large open
spaces, as I feel that too much an open floor plan can prove to be a
distraction for learning. Glass walls, or large windows might can allow for
separation of space while still helping with noise, where appropriate. I
envision small spaces for teachers or teachers/students to have hallway
conversations.
• I would love to see all classrooms with controlled heating and air, 21st
century technology integration, comfortable learning environments,
and flexible seating options.
• Multipurpose spaces for students and teachers to work together,
including outdoor spaces.
• Each grade level wing or section has multi-use areas for collaboration or
cross-level work.
• The space needs to be warm and inviting, not an institutional look. More
natural light in the building. Include more outdoor learning spaces that
allow for a quick transfer from inside to outside learning. A space large
enough to provide lunch for all the students.
• I would like to see the front of the school maintain its traditional facade,
but have the interior significantly updated. I would like to see all
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students able to learn in their own classrooms on warm/hot weather
days. I would like to see more transparency into classrooms and flexible
spacing for grade levels to use for small groups and projects. I would like
to see our music department have appropriate practice space and
classroom space. I would like to see a gathering space for community
and multi-age groups of children.
• Updated painting, flooring, open spaces
4. What is a “blue sky” idea or ideas for a space or spaces that you would like to
see in a Sears School renovation and addition project? Describe your idea in as
much detail as possible in terms of who uses the space and when, its location
and adjacencies within the building, its available technology and furnishings,
and its qualities of light, color, and texture.
• Improvements to the playground. Space to run around and play games
like kickball and do gymnastics, lockers or personal space for the
children, a larger classroom with room for storage, and more adult
restrooms.
• n/a
• I service students in grades JK-2, so I need to have materials and
resources to address the needs of different learners and age levels. With
that comes an organized space with appropriate storage.
• Warm inviting colors, outdoor learning spaces that are easy to access
and have a variety of seating options. Students would have access
open spaces throughout the school to meet. Flexible seating would be
provided in all common areas.
• Spaces need to be warm and inviting; more outdoor learning spaces
(not just garden and courtyard) that are easy to access and set-up for
teaching/learning.
• The entrance of the school is open with an area for people to sit. The
office counters are lower so children can see the adults that are staffed
there. The furniture be mobile, so a teacher can easily rearrange the
classroom for different purposes.
• I would like to see a shared indoor play space for JK, K and 1st grade
students that would be used for daily play time and as a space for
indoor recess. It could house the Imagination Playground, dramatic play
space, creative art center, building materials, etc. It would have sinks,
easily cleanable furniture, and space for movement. The room would
be light filled and brightly colored, but also have a place for students to
retreat if they need to regulate themselves. Ideally it would be located
closest to the primary grades’ classrooms. It could also be used for the
aftercare program run by the park district.
• All new kindergarten furniture, add a rock/sand type box at
kindergarten playground, more nature features in the playground.
5. What are your sources of inspiration (architecturally and/or educationally)?
• Unsure
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n/a
I am inspired by 21st Century Classrooms (e.g. technology integration,
hands-on experiences, inquiry-based learning, opportunities for
collaboration and creative expression, flexible seating).
• Sunset Ridge
• Other schools that have been updated
• Nature! Sunset Ridge School and East Prairie School.
• Updated schools.
• Teacher catalogues
6. What is working and not working in your current learning environment? What
change would you recommend to enhance a new way of learning?
• My classroom is small and cramped. It is uncomfortable at times for the
children to be on top of each other. There is not storage space.
• Works well: access to apple tv, student desks that allow for multiple
configurations Needs improvement: temperature control, larger space
needed to allow for students to work at desk/tables and
teacher/students to circulate, more space needed for storage of
materials and manipulatives
• My space is not organized in a way to maximize student learning and it
doesn't have air conditioning; I love having my classroom at the end of
the kindergarten hallway, but it is a long walk for young ones to
transition from their 1st and 2nd grade classrooms all the way down to
mine.
• There is not enough space for second grade students to participate in
flexible groupings, cabinets are too tall to access, lockers are too
narrow to fit backpacks. Students need a sensory space to
accommodate needs and teachers need a book room to store Guided
Reading Books. We currently have backrooms which are necessary for
small group work with additional teachers, they help us to meet testing
accommodations and allow students to learn in an alternative quieter
area when needed.
• Not enough space for second graders to participate in flexible
groupings/centers; cabinets that are too high to access; sliding cabinets
don't fit under counter; lockers are too narrow; not enough outlets;
need a sensory space for kids; need a bookroom to store all leveled
books; keep the back rooms-provide a nice alternate space for small
group work and testing accommodations; need functional windows
• Classroom size is very small. The storage cabinets are too high up, and
the sliding cabinets do not fit under the counter. Need functional
windows that open and allow the breeze to come in. Provide a sensory
"space" for all band grade levels to use and keep supplies. Provide a
book room for grade band levels to store guided reading books. We
currently have backrooms which are necessary for small group work
with additional teachers, or for test accommodations, etc...
•
•
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My current classroom space is not adequate for the learning of my
students. It is too small a space and is not able to house the play
equipment for young children. I must go to a Kindergarten classroom
daily to let my class play. This creates a scheduled play time that is
limited and does not always work for me or my class. I do not have
enough child sized sinks to wash hands when doing projects. The cubby
space is too cramped and is chaotic when children are trying to get
ready to go home or get prepared for the day. It creates stress for
students and teachers at the start and end of the day. The room is
either too hot or too cold, and you never know what the climate will be.
There is no space for quiet time for children needing a break, no space
for one on one assessment or small group work. If these things were
corrected, the program would be enhanced by students having what
they need and being comfortable when they are at school.
• Kindergarten bathroom needs to be gutted, to somehow get the
coatroom in the hallway with locker/cubbies and then use the old
coatroom for a library or small group area.
7. What would you envision as a unifying space that may serve as a hub to all
grade levels and sections within the school? How would this space relate to the
various zones of the building (JuniorK-2nd, 3rd-5th, 6th-8th)?
• I am unsure, possibly something like a student union. We could use a
better lunchroom.
• This would be a multi-purpose space that has multiple seating options,
such as a modern bleacher/stairs that children can sit on, chairs or other
types of seating, some tables or counter space, a screen for projecting.
• Would love to have a workout room for staff with exercise equipment.
• Each grade band would have meeting place outside of the classrooms.
• Each grade level wing or section has multi-use areas outside of the
classroom for collaboration or cross-level work; more outdoor learning
spaces.
• Each grade band would have a meeting place outside of the
classroom. This space can be used for small, or large group activities.
• I believe I answered this in my Blue Sky idea. I believe that an indoor
play space that is appropriate for children aged 4-7 would be best
served for the students in JK-1.
• JK-2, would be fun to have an open space geared for this age group
•
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Faculty Questionnaire Responses
3rd-5th Grade (8 Responses)
May 18, 2020

1. What are your top priorities, whether educational, architectural, or community
related to a Sears School Facility and Campus Renovation Project?
• Climate control/temperature in building, lighting-getting rid of florescent
bulbs.
• My educational goals are for students to have spaces to learn and
access the curriculum, but to also have an experience in each
classroom that fits in with their experiences in the grade before and
after the grade they are in. Classrooms in our school are aesthetically
disjointed. The physical spaces and furniture lack cohesion.
• 1. Updating aspects of the school the students use every day such as
lockers and the Village House – 2. AC in all parts of the school – 3.
Adding more communal spaces where grade levels could meet for
situations like guest speakers or displaying projects – 4. Updated desks/
flexible seating for classrooms
• Creating an entrance that welcomes students to congregate prior to
the school day across grade levels. Create classrooms that provide
flexible workspaces to accommodate small groups, presentations, and
whole class discussions. Create outdoor seating, so students can eat
outside and visit with each other over a meal. Create adequate
storage for student's belongings both in and outside of the classroom.
• I think the HVAC needs to be better; some rooms are very hot, others
very cold, and it sometimes hard to little kids to manage that. I feel our
educational programs are strong, but a few areas may need to be
updated. I would also love for us to work sustainability into the
curriculum more.
• A facility that meets the needs of all learners and offers flexible learning
environments. Also, the kids need a lunchroom that functions as a
lunchroom.
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A building that brings people together while providing space for
individuals and groups for different purposes-athletics, drama, art, and
all the disciplines, from science to social science to reading and writing.
Different outdoor areas, so no matter where you are in the building, you
can actually study outside in all the seasons. The building should respect
all educators and all learners and have less of the hierarchical tone
than it does now-in other words, the administrative offices should honor
not only the administrators themselves, but the people who do all the
hard work, day in and day out-currently, they have very little room while
administrators(mostly) have huge offices. devices should be available
all over the building-people should not have to cart around laptops.
There should be a wonderful room for our school's engineer and the
people who work with that person-it should not be a small room in the
basement. The building needs to reflect a major paradigm shift for
Sears: it should be created to be functional for education, but also joyful
and respectful of all who work and are educated there.
• Sustainability features and academic integration as part of the building
/ floorplan
2. What is most important for the Design Team to know about your program, your
classroom and your evolving teaching and learning needs as they consider a
building renovation and addition? Please preface your answer with the name of
your program or discipline and the grade level(s) you work with.
• n/a
• Classrooms need backrooms in order to offer flexibility as students learn.
They need good lighting and organizational systems for teachers and
students. Executive functioning structures/systems for teachers and
students are important.
• It is very hard for students to focus in my classroom with no AC,
especially in the afternoon on hot days. Students really enjoy flexible
seating options as opposed to traditional desks.
• 5th grade teacher: Provide flexible furniture arrangements for small
groups, presentations, and whole class discussions. Provide areas in the
classroom where student learn best; small groups of desks, comfortable
chairs to discuss literature, presentation area. Ability to have common
areas to collaborate with students from other 5th grade homerooms.
• I am a third-grade teacher. Our classroom feels a bit cramped, but
overall okay. Sometimes finding space for bigger groups, like all grade
presentations or time with junior high buddies, is difficult. Our classrooms
now have AC units; until the time those were installed it was incredibly
hot and uncomfortable in the fall and spring. The noises from the gym
also carry up to our room easily. This is mainly a concern during testing
times.
•
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I work in 4th grade. My classroom works for me. But throughout the
building, we need HVAC, new lockers, bathrooms, redesigned spaces
for small group learning, better flexible seating options, storage, etc.
• Grade level teacher-room for students to move in the classroom, areas
for literacy and math and science, areas just to be quiet and thoughtful,
areas for storage (this is key)
3. Imagine that you are visiting your school 5 years from now. What would you like
to see architecturally and educationally?
• n/a
• Architecturally and educational, I would like to see a school that is filled
with happy children pursuing their dreams. I would like to see teachers
who are using all educational and structural capabilities, in order to
help students of all abilities.
• No individual desks, more modern look to the building
• Open entrance where people can interact with each other. Inviting
workspaces, inviting eating areas. Plenty of a variety of workspaces
where students can learn best.
• I would like to see students being a bit more comfortable, and I would
like some of our curricular areas to be updated.
• Lots or light and engaged classrooms.
• Would love to see a building that has a space for everyone and honors
that space-hopefully, people will not be moved here and there as they
are now but will have a chance to develop the space they have.
Would love to see a building with areas for teachers to convene, both
professionally and socially, and for students to convene, as well (the
faculty hall does not work).
• Sustainability features and clearly separate elementary / junior high
areas
4. What is a “blue sky” idea or ideas for a space or spaces that you would like to
see in a Sears School renovation and addition project? Describe your idea in as
much detail as possible in terms of who uses the space and when, its location
and adjacencies within the building, its available technology and furnishings,
and its qualities of light, color, and texture.
• n/a
• I think I answered parts of this question in the other question, better
lighting, earth tones and blues. We need a lunchroom that suits the
needs of all our students, an LTC space that promotes learning,
collaboration, and innovation. We need more faculty bathrooms, water
fountains and medium spaces to gather as educators. Sears has always
been a place where we strive for balance. The pendulum does not
swing far from the middle. We need a design that will not become
outdated in 5 years, a design that honors the traditional classroom,
while offering the innovative possibilities of tomorrow.
•
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An area where large groups can meet to get out of their classroom and
have a change of scene, gather as a whole grade, or gather multiple
grades. It would have a "garage door" set up where it could be partially
open/uncovered when appropriate. It could be used during recess as
well, especially when forced to have indoor recess during inclement
weather. Lot of glass or skylights so sunlight would be let in. Maybe have
a smartboard/ projector set up.
• Open areas where students can interact as a grade or as a gathering
place in the beginning of the school day. Students would be aloud to
play the piano that is in the front hall. Teaching and learning is
interactive, so spaces need to be interactive, so students can have
different opportunities to learn in. Layers and textures bring warmth to a
space. Common workspaces should be comfortable, but also
structured to facilitate work productivity.
• Our classrooms in third grade have decent amounts of light. I would
love to see some color in learning spaces.
• Communal learning, skylights, window that let in light and air, common
outdoor areas that actually function as classrooms, desks that can
convert to tables and vice versa, Starbucks type (variety) of seating and
learning spaces.
• An area for drama and music.
• Climate-controlled windows and doors in different wings of the building.
Two libraries: one for the elementary (JK-5) and one for junior high (6-8).
5. What are your sources of inspiration (architecturally and/or educationally)?
• n/a
• Sears has always been a place where we strive for balance. The
pendulum does not swing far from the middle. We need a design that
will not become outdated in 5 years, a design that honors the traditional
classroom, while offering the innovative possibilities of tomorrow.
• Teacher blogging websites, talking to teachers from other schools
• Ability to collaborate in different areas depending upon the assignment.
• Not sure.
• The renovated MOMA in New York is gorgeous if we are talking
contemporary architecture. But I also love the old Beaux Arts atrium
style spaces. Big open skylit space.
• Sunset Ridge has done a great job building schools that work as
education and recreational centers for the whole community-would
love to see this.
• Sunset Ridge Middle School
6. What is working and not working in your current learning environment? What
change would you recommend to enhance a new way of learning?
• In light of the pandemic my answers do not apply
• We need a lunchroom that suits the needs of all our students, an LTC
space that promotes learning, collaboration, and innovation. We need
•
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more faculty bathrooms, water fountains and medium spaces to gather
as educators.
• Not Working: my classroom is set up horizontally with the smart board on
the longer side of the room. This makes it a struggle to arrange desks
where everyone can see the board depending on how many students
there are. – Working: my classroom has an amazing back room space
that is great for small group work, students making up work, students
who need a break, storage, and it is where we keep our iPad cart.
• Working: small table for group work, kids love whiteboards to show their
work, large windows to let in light, back room for storage and group
work. Not working: very small, rusty lockers that students cannot fit their
personal belongings in, lack of space for alternative group work, also
backroom which is storage and kids have to work back there, not very
inspiring environment, placement of Smartboard does not promote a
good view for all students
• With the size and furniture in my room the ability to form table/student
groupings is somewhat limited. I am not sure what change could occur
to fix this issue.
• My AC is not great. The space for my students to work in the back room
is dimly lit and has terrible climate control. My desks and chairs are
cumbersome, and desk storage is limited.
• Very little is working-No storage, no privacy(noise carries all over the
place) no room for all the different positions that have been created,
very few bathrooms-given that we have so many people working at
Sears, we need to have more bathrooms with more areas to wash and
refresh, very little area to store or cook food. We have a building that
respects a very few people and leaves the rest to fend for themselves,
creating disharmony and disruption.
• Climate control: fresh air / need more windows
7. What would you envision as a unifying space that may serve as a hub to all
grade levels and sections within the school? How would this space relate to the
various zones of the building (JuniorK-2nd, 3rd-5th, 6th-8th)?
• n/a
• We need medium sized spaces to gather as educators and other such
spaces to gather with students.
• I think any added common spaces would be an amazing addition to
the school, no matter where it is located.
• Open entry space where students can interact 5-8th
• I cannot really picture this; right now, our unifying space is the
auditorium, but for grade level or grade bands this space is too big, and
often cold. I would hope that any common spaces take into
consideration optimal sustainable practices.
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•

•

•

See my answer above. Inspiration from Macquarie Bank in Sydney (Clive
Wilkinson Architects) or Federal Center South Building in Seattle (ZGF
Architects)
The unifying space would provide room to move, room to play, room to
convene-we might need two of these rooms, given that we have a
range of students and a range of people working here.
A rotunda or other gathering space away from the front of the building
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Faculty Questionnaire Responses
6th-8th Grade (9 Responses)
May 18, 2020

1. What are your top priorities, whether educational, architectural, or community
related to a Sears School Facility and Campus Renovation Project?
• Sustainability features and separate areas for different grade bands
• Less top down decision making -- more teacher led initiatives
• A few that come to mind are better collaboration/interdisciplinary
space in Jr High.... i.e. let STEM teachers have collapsible walls for when
it makes sense or a neighborhood type setup, same for English and
Social Studies teachers. I think teachers need more dedicated spaces
to collaborate outside of the classrooms......it's a bit like the stress of
working from home....you need to escape all of your
work/mess/projects to focus on collaboration.
• Sustainable building that can be used as a teaching tool. Classrooms
that promote cooperative learning, classrooms that do not connect to
each other. Clean bathrooms and floors.
• To have spaces available to make us compliant with accommodations
documented in 504/IEP plans
• Educational and Community would be most important to me in that
order.
• My top priority would be to ensure that all teachers and students have a
space that is conducive to learning.
• 1) more (sufficient) space for teaching students in small groups with
ready access to technology and teaching resources throughout the
day, 2) more and accessible storage space for teachers, 3) natural light
and comfortable temperatures throughout the schoolhouse year-round
• I believe for the good of the students that special education teachers
should have their own space. I also believe there should be a sensory
room in the building for students with sensory and behavioral needs.
2. What is most important for the Design Team to know about your program, your
classroom and your evolving teaching and learning needs as they consider a
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building renovation and addition? Please preface your answer with the name of
your program or discipline and the grade level(s) you work with.
• There should be some kind of internal consistency or markings for
different sections of the building because kids have different needs at
different grade levels.
• Teaching needs to be responsive and organic; scripts do not work
• I am a Jr High Social Studies teacher. I think flexible, collaborative
spaces are good. Yes, we do a lot of project-based learning, but we
also need ability to have a traditional classroom setup for lectures, small
group work, etc. I would love the ability to have a large double-class set
up similar to an English History class in high school where my English
counterpart and I could co-teach when it makes sense.
• Science- the 7th and 8th grade classrooms are connected, and 8th
grade students and teachers must walk through the 7th grade
classroom to get to 8th grade. It can be disruptive to learning. The
classroom sizes are wonderful, and we like being close to the outdoor
classroom, but our bathrooms are severely outdated, and we think a
renovation of the bathrooms, hallway, prep-room, could solve the
problem with adjoining classrooms.
• JH Core - improve ability to do flexible grouping, use various types of
tech tools, ease for charging devices
• It would be best for the special services teachers to all have their own
classrooms. the 7/8th grade classroom was really cold and did not have
enough space for kids to move around that need that movement
space or space to take assessments.
• Junior High Student services teachers push-into general education
classes to support students, use our own classrooms to teach, pull
students for small group, and use for district, and state testing. We need
easy access to collaborate with other junior high SST and general
education teachers as well as a quiet space for students to work.
• I am the math interventionist for grades 5-8, and I share a space with my
counterpart in grades K-4. We both host small groups of children on
different schedules throughout the day. We share resources and
teaching space, and we are able to make it work thanks to a generous
PE department and a fortuitous schedule that allows me to be in the
Health Room every afternoon. When we teach children, we need work
space for children; technology (Smart Board, Apple TV, document
camera); and access to our vast array of physical resources that we
have accumulated over the years, and that we share with each other
and provide to other teachers as needed. Children (as well as adults)
also require comfortable lighting and reasonable ambient temperatures
in every season in order to learn and teach effectively. Another ask,
and I am not sure if this has to do with architecture, but I will make it
anyway: printer access has been a major challenge for me this year. It
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would be amazing if we had enough space for every teacher or team
to have a functioning printer in an accessible printing location.
• I would like them to know that sharing a small space as a special
education teacher is not as effective as having your own. We are
working with the students who require the most assistance and I believe
they deserve a quiet, structured, and engaging environment that is free
from distractions and free from the disruption of other grade level
resource classes. I also believe it is important there be a testing center
for students with individualized education plans and 504 plans. There is
often not a space to deliver testing accommodations and it is difficult to
effectively administer assessments and accommodations in frequently
visited rooms or shared spaces.
3. Imagine that you are visiting your school 5 years from now. What would you like
to see architecturally and educationally?
• Green features throughout and some kind of indoor gathering space
that is not the gym or MPR.
• Fluidity! Open spaces with sunlight and green. Teacher autonomy
• Bathrooms that meet needs. Teachers lounge. Better common lunch
areas for students. Wider hallways
• I would like to see the school as a learning building, with students
interacting and caring for it. I would like to see spaces for students to
work together and develop community.
• I would like to see something like Sunset Ridge's new building
• Educationally, I would like to see a more creative use for classroom
space (places for small group, standing desks, resistance balls), It would
be great for classrooms to have the same technology that works.
Architecturally, it would be nice for the new part of the building to be
LEED certified and maybe work with all of the greenery around the
current building.
• A modern and bright space.
• I would like to see an aesthetically pleasing structure, both the exterior
facade and also the interior space, with an emphasis on space. I would
love to see the courtyard untouched, but I assume that will not be the
case. I want to see that students are given every opportunity to learn in
the best possible way - technology and physical resources, workspace
and play space, etc. I want to see that teachers have every
opportunity to teach in the best possible way, as well, again with ample
technology, resources, and space so that we can provide for the
educational and social-emotional needs of all of students, individually
and collectively.
• I would like to see more accommodating rooms and environments for
students with special education needs.
4. What is a “blue sky” idea or ideas for a space or spaces that you would like to
see in a Sears School renovation and addition project? Describe your idea in as
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much detail as possible in terms of who uses the space and when, its location
and adjacencies within the building, its available technology and furnishings,
and its qualities of light, color, and texture.
• Fresh air and operable windows; cafeteria as part of the school building
or at least a covered walkway to the Village House (or whatever it ends
up being)
• WINDOWS THAT actually open! (Mine do not). Courtyards attached to
team wings.
• Workout facility similar to what was planned for village house.
Somewhere for athletics, community, and staff to focus on wellness.
• See answer to number 2- separating the 7th and 8th grade science
classrooms and re-doing and re-working the space. That would be my
most important and largest ask for the space. I do not mind the flooring
or the walls, I like the amount of windows and light in my space. It would
be nice to open our windows.
• I would like to see something like Sunset Ridge's new building
• I am uncertain about this.
• It would be great for student services to get furniture and space to
support their various learners. The space would have different seating
options with tables that could break apart into separate desks. There
would be storage for books, manipulatives, and resources. There would
be a corner of the room with beanbags and a carpet for when students
need a break. There would be an interactive board, document
camera, and iPad charging station. The walls would be cool calming
colors with easy adhesion for putting up posters and visuals. One of the
walls would be connected to the other student services room at the
same or similar grade band. The wall could fold back to collaborate but
when the wall was up would be good at absorbing sound, so the other
side did not hear everything. This would ideally be located close to
where the general education teachers of the same grade were.
• My ideal space would have the capacity to be large and open able to
be divided into smaller, more private areas. The walls would be lined
with shelves of math resources that are perfectly organized and readily
accessible. The space would be truly multi-purpose: a tech section with
a laptops, iPads, and a printer; a viewing area for videos or broadcast
instruction; comfortable floor space for creative building, measuring,
and experimenting; a large whiteboard table space for brainstorming
and collaborating; flexible work stations where students can work
independently or cooperatively; an area with recreational math
activities (games, puzzles, pattern blocks, etc.); and quiet spaces where
students can study or take a test and where teachers can provide oneon-one support. it would be a central location supervised and
maintained throughout the day by math interventionists but available to
any teachers or students who are working on math in any capacity: a
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true math resource center. I believe that a comfortable environment is
essential, which for me means an abundance of soft, natural light,
supportive but adaptable seating, and a floor surface that is somehow
comfortable to sit on but easy to maintain and keep clean.
• I would like special education rooms to be next to general education
classes for smooth transitions of pull out services. I would like to see a
sensory room especially for the younger grades to meet the behavioral
needs of multiple students and help these students regulate their brain's
negative reaction to external stimuli. I would like to see special
education teachers with their own spaces that could provide a
calming, structured environment for our neediest students. An ideal
sensory room would have swings, soft objects, aroma, visuals, ball and
bag chairs, manipulatives, etc. Ideal special education classrooms
would have room for white boards, smart boards, reading corners,
alternative furniture that can support attention and sensory needs,
calming corners, etc. In a shared special education classroom, there is
minimal room for this.
5. What are your sources of inspiration (architecturally and/or educationally)?
• Sunset Ridge
• Frank Gehry; Gaudi
• Never been there, but heard good things about Sunset Ridge
• I just know how the space is used currently. I toured Sunset Ridge and
the way they designed and built that building is remarkable.
• I would like to see something like Sunset Ridge's new building
• I really like the new Sunset Ridge school building. It is LEED certified as is
North Shore Country Day Upper School building. NSCDS uses a creative
space with chairs called Nodes that are mobile so groups can easily
form in the classroom as well as individual space.
• Looking at other schools in surrounding districts who have made some
changes recently.
• Architecturally, the historic buildings in Chicago (my hometown) inspire
me - the older, the better (although I realize that doesn't necessarily go
along with my desire for cutting edge technological resources and
efficient and effective use of space); Educationally, children are my
inspiration: following their lead, truly listening to what they say and
understanding how they think, and learning from them so that I can
reach them to inspire and share the love and beauty of mathematics
• Understanding the needs of my students with special needs and being
able to offer them multiple ways to learn and comfortable, safe areas
that are easy to transition to where they can learn and engage without
disruption.
6. What is working and not working in your current learning environment? What
change would you recommend to enhance a new way of learning?
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Flexible space to see students; something like a dedicated testing
center or study hall or sensory room
• Top down decision making with very little teacher autonomy = does not
serve kids best.
• Working - I have my own classroom. Not - bathrooms for kids, staff; few
spaces for kids to space out (many go in hallway for projects); no
faculty offices
• See answer to number 2 above. The separation of the two 7th and 8th
grade science classrooms. Some common lab space in the basement
would be wonderful as well, so help with differentiation and extension
activities.
• Spaces in disrepair - bathrooms, walls, doors, etc.
• As stated above, I feel that it is best for all SS teachers to have their own
classroom for multiple reasons. The 7/8 grade resource room is
distracting because of foreign language next door as well as too many
interruptions because it is a shared space.
• My classroom is very small, and the walls are very thin. I am right next to
the World Language classrooms and they have classes going on all day.
When I have students testing, we can hear students singing next door.
• Working: supportive families; bright, motivated, and compassionate
students; truly talented colleagues, many of whom are trusted friends as
well as professional supports; Not working: space and time - there never
seems to be enough of either! - but it is always so satisfying when we
make learning happen
• In junior high it is difficult to effectively teach at the same time another
class is in session in the same classroom. This is not an effective learning
environment for students with special needs. Although this is not an
every day occurrence, it definitely happens weekly and can be
unavoidable with scheduling. Time is be lost in transitioning students to
another area. I also believe it would be extremely valuable to have a
sensory room to meet student needs and for each special education
teacher to have a space to support student learning and regulation.
7. What would you envision as a unifying space that may serve as a hub to all
grade levels and sections within the school? How would this space relate to the
various zones of the building (JuniorK-2nd, 3rd-5th, 6th-8th)?
• It would not be near the entrance but could be a central place on the
second floor or somehow else away from the front of the building where
all parts of the building connect
• Junior high needs its own space - all on 1 floor, with a shared cafeteria
and study hall
• Large atrium?
• I am not sure...
• I would like to see something like Sunset Ridge's new building
•
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To reference NSCDS again, they have a center staircase that is
beautifully done and comfortable for students to sit. They use it for
grade level gatherings for presentations and during free or lunch
periods, students study there. The corridor surrounding the staircase
(called the V) has tables and stools for students or teachers to study or
work at as well.
It would be nice to have a lounge area with comfy chairs and tables
near each grade band for students to use to hang out, work on group
projects, or have grade band meetings. This could be a space students
could go to during lunch, this could be an area students could go to
during a class to work on group work, this could be an area where clubs
or groups have meetings, and it could be an area for kids to meet
before or after school.
The closest thing to the concept of a unifying space for me is the math
resource center described above. But in order to make it work, it has to
be a really large space that can be effectively used both by students
who need quiet with minimal distractions and also by groups who need
an opportunity to talk about math and collaborate - it could be unifying
buy it would have to be very versatile.
I am not sure.
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Faculty Questionnaire Responses
Related Arts/PE (Specials) (11 Responses)
May 18, 2020

1. What are your top priorities, whether educational, architectural, or community
related to a Sears School Facility and Campus Renovation Project?
• More gym space
• An Authentic cultural, linguistic, and creative learning space. A
collaborative and innovative space that facilitates components of
language learning: speaking, listening, reading, and writing and
provides the space for meeting the needs and learning styles of ALL my
students.
• That there is enough private space to effectively facilitate groups
(teaching, therapies, parent groups, team meetings, etc.), each room
has air conditioning and heat, more staff restrooms are available in
multiple locations, teachers' lounge has a sink, more natural light.
• Access to more collaborative spaces to support various meeting needs
throughout the school day (IEP/504 meetings,, parent meetings, Admin
meetings, etc.), facilitate ongoing team communication (grade-level
teams, grade band/department), and serve a variety of professional
growth/school improvement efforts throughout the year (committee
meetings, professional development workshops/on-site trainings, etc.);
Access to more flexible learning and assessment spaces throughout the
building, with consideration of their proximity and the location of other
spaces/rooms- need these spaces to serve a variety of student needs
on a daily basis (for small group interventions, student services,
accommodations within general education setting and on classroom
tests/quizzes) and during state/district-wide assessment periods (for small
group testing, testing in alternate location, extended time, etc.).
Additional considerations should include keeping spaces as distraction
free as possible and allowing for visibility and/or privacy as needed).
• Improved facilities for arts teaching
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My top priorities are increasing indoor space for Physical Education
Activities over the long winter months, increasing the size of the health
classroom and increasing space for our equipment storage.
• An arts wing where integrated lessons can take place between
disciplines.
• I want to be able to have flexible groupings every day in a comfortable
space with the ability to have an exciting class (read: loud :)
• New Gymnasium or Multipurpose Space
• The lower level entrance is not accessible for wood or maintenance
deliveries. Additional bathrooms are needed in lower level Baker
building. At any given time, counting students and teachers, there are
currently 2 bathrooms for approximately 75 people; Very Important- The
Industrial Arts classroom has two 90 minute fire-rated metal doors not 5
ft. from a display case with very large regular tempered glass windows.
(non-fire-rated). It makes no sense and renders the fire doors useless.
• My top priority is that there is adequate and flexible learning space for
all classes and programs.
2. What is most important for the Design Team to know about your program, your
classroom and your evolving teaching and learning needs as they consider a
building renovation and addition? Please preface your answer with the name of
your program or discipline and the grade level(s) you work with.
• Having 2 gyms would help for PE and extracurricular sports
• French, World Language teacher, K-8. An Authentic cultural, linguistic
space to work collaboratively, practice, create and grow, inspire,
unlock passions, and find joy. I am not an architect, but currently I have
my classroom set up with a French café style i.e. round tables that foster
conversations in target language and group work. Professionally for ALL
my students and to best facilitate the learning of another language and
culture, I would like a space of joy and discovery, color, love of learning,
and an authentic re-creation of French culture and language learning.
The oh la la factor of walking into a "French café" i.e. taking in an
authentic global perspective aids in the appreciation of another culture
and language. The idea is to take the students there. I would like to
have the facility space to enhance even extracurricular lunch events
and activities such as French Club and welcoming French students
when they visit from France. I envision, in a dreamy world, a space : a
theatrical corner to set up theater and puppets, an easel with a colorful
palette of paint, a green screen to "broadcast" live from a Francophone
world, a language lab recording studio, a sort of makerspace area to
create and grow with supplies such as Legos, dress up, including a large
Francophone world map to think globally and outside of the "box" . I did
get asked the question... :)
• I am the school social worker for grades JK-4 and take on some upper
grades, as well. It is important to have a flexible space for to be able to
•
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do more structured teaching of skills for some students but also a
comfortable space to conduct talk therapy for one-on-one sessions and
specific groups. It is imperative that the space is private and that others
are not able to see or listen to the sessions. It is important for the social
workers spaces to be in close proximity. We constantly collaborate and
tag team when either of us is having an overflow of students in need of
support.
Student Services/School Psychologist (JK-8)- I no longer have my own
office and share a space with another team member
(Speech/Language Pathologist). Of course, sharing a room comes has
challenges (e.g., limited privacy, shared space needs to serve different
purposes, need to coordinate schedules for office use/reserve another
space when room is unavailable). However, there are also benefits to
sharing a space with a fellow team member (e.g., increased
communication, regular collaboration on cases and consultation to
improve practices, sharing of resources). It would be great to have
shared spaces in the future if they were just less restrictive (allowing for
the benefits without as many barriers)- this might look like an office suite,
department "wings", etc.
Music - currently have an enlarged classroom with no soundproofing for
orchestra, an antiquated band room with no sound proofing, and an
auditorium that serves as my teaching space....not the most ideal, but
making it work definitely.
We constantly struggle with gym space for class and health classroom
space - especially during the long winter months when we cannot get
outside. To have an excellent PE program we utilize a wide variety of
equipment and cannot store it all in our current equipment room, we
have to haul much of back and forth between the basement and the
gym.
The art room needs open space that has the ability to change
classroom seating, a lot of natural light, 4 or more sinks at student level
as well as a utility sink, easy storage for both 2-D and 3-D student
artwork, easy access storage for materials such as extra-large paper
and heavy bottles of paint, shelving to dry clay sculptures, outlets,
magnetic cabinet walls for artwork display, easy access to technology.
Allison Drew, Spanish: I have students work in groups, and my classes are
sometimes on the larger size. Students always want to work in the hall,
and I really do not like allowing this, but sometimes it is best for learning.
I would also like to
Physical Education K-8th Grade, a new space would allow more space
for student activity allowing us to expand our curriculum and offerings.
John Scheidt 5-8th Industrial Arts 2-3 grade scouting programs/High
School Eagle Projects; Current classroom size cannot be compromised.
The last construction phase took much of my space to accommodate
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the elevator and back staircase. Space is currently tight, but functional.
Any additional loss of space would not be feasible. Additional space
would be amazing.
• I currently teach elementary and junior high general music. At this point,
we do not have a teaching space for each of our music teachers. We
have 3 classrooms and one teacher teaches on the stage (which is less
than ideal). The stage is a shared space with the rest of the school;
meaning that the music teacher may need to relocate with very little
notice. The existing music rooms have a number of issues. The biggest
concerns are that they are not big enough to rehearse large group
ensembles for band and orchestra. The general music room would
benefit from an additional space to set up instruments for incoming
classes. The current band and orchestra rooms have issues with
acoustics and soundproofing. The practice rooms have no
soundproofing which makes using them pointless while rehearsals are
happening in the band room or if other practice rooms are being used
by other students.
3. Imagine that you are visiting your school 5 years from now. What would you like
to see architecturally and educationally?
• 2 gyms and a health classroom with health class being a course
students took daily instead of being pulled from PE
• Wow - The world is changing so rapidly at this moment. I will give it a try.
Architecturally and educationally a joyfully creative space that is
futuristic while maintaining the values and traditions of the joy to
discover, to unlock our passions, to learn and grow developmentally,
create and play, a more global perspective and emphasis on all the
Arts and the overall "whole" child. A place of learning that every child
finds safe, joyful, and cannot wait to discover and attend every day.
• A clean, welcoming space with a lot of art, light, and greenery. A lot of
room for flexible seating, group work, collaboration. High ceilings and
wide hallways to walk through without a lot of congestion.
• Building itself is a little more modern/updated or the older design
elements are very well maintained; More seamless use of building as a
whole and various rooms/spaces within the school- overall functionality
of building design has significantly improved and supports variety of
student/teacher/stakeholder needs.
• A bit more modernity.... a place where the music team can be all
together and share space and share teaching...a warm inviting place
to teach music.
• A second gym, a larger health room with fitness equipment for students
to use. A reconfigured equipment room in the gym. A nice PE office
located with views into the gym.
• Welcoming exciting space that encourages and inspires students to
learn
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Small spaces within classrooms with windows for small groups. Multi-use
spaces, MAKER SPACE, Soundproof recording studio, video recording
studio :)
• Modern upgrades would always be nice, more space for collaborative
student learning and growth, a sense of community. Gym space is
maximized.
• A wood shop program with state-of-the-art woodworking equipment
and a few drafting tables to aid in the design process.
• Adequate and flexible teaching spaces for all teachers and programs.
Adequate heating and air conditioning.
4. What is a “blue sky” idea or ideas for a space or spaces that you would like to
see in a Sears School renovation and addition project? Describe your idea in as
much detail as possible in terms of who uses the space and when, its location
and adjacencies within the building, its available technology and furnishings,
and its qualities of light, color, and texture.
• Track put in around the kickball/soccer fields; gym where the lunchroom
is
• An area where there is a large space to share ideas. A warm, aha
peacefully innovative space. Guess like the movies or the YouTube
videos where someone starts drawing his, her, they are thinking and
shares collaborative ideas, and then brings it all together. A huge wall
to write, an interactive tech screen, a cybercafé, a natural space with
sustainability like let's sit in nature and think of ideas and let's be good to
nature, thinking pods, now let's map it out, draw it, plan it, take notes,
use tech tools etc., and build it. Maybe I have been in Zoom a lot, but it
would be cool to think of it as breakout areas (rooms) and when you
visit a campus there is an overall clean mindful wellness space where it
is social - coffee, food, cafe and then there are the soundproof
breakout spaces. Forward thinking with creativity and end goals.
• I would like the building to be more open with a lot of natural light, art,
greenery, and flexible seating. I would like more spaces for staff to
collaborate and be comfortable. Along with more private staff
restrooms and a teachers' lounge with a sink.
• I mentioned previously that I would love to see some sort of "suites' or
sub-sections of the building, allowing for certain team members to
access shared spaces and work together more effectively, efficiently,
and appropriately. Depending on the size/location and how
comprehensive we made this area, it could potentially serve as a "one
stop shop' to support more than just office, teaming, and
learning/testing spaces; perhaps it would make sense to have a space
that could be used as a small conference room for meetings as well,
again keeping need for privacy and visibility in mind. No matter what,
this space should offer advanced technology to serve any potential
needs of the personal and shared spaces. The furniture should also
•
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allow for all potential uses of both personal and shared spaces. Furniture
may need to be functional for a wide range of students (from 3 year
olds to 8th graders) as well as for staff and/or parent use. This might
mean more of a flexible design that can adjust as needs change, since
it is hard to predict changes in FTEs or student/team needs long-term
due to our small district size. Or having a suite with multiple shared
spaces may allow for some areas to be tailored to different
developmental needs with respect to size of furniture and consideration
of the safety and overall functionality of space(s).
• A brand new, or renovated area where we have like four sections, with
an office area in the middle....one for general music, choir, band,
orchestra like we offer and are currently staffed. This big square has
movable partitions so that we can make it turn into four separate rooms,
two bigger rooms....one GIANT space
• I do not have any suggestions for this.
• Environmentally self sufficient
• I think I've sort of explained, but I would love a room that has small
group spaces like elementary classrooms have now, with windows. I do
not want desks in my room anymore, I would like chairs with seat
caddies because I want movement in my room. I do not like having
desks in the way. I teach K-8, and I feel like the room does not really
work well for any grade. But removing furniture would be a great way to
allow flexible grouping and movement.
• Indoor/Outdoor Gym/Multipurpose space. Addition of a Track would be
great too!
• A 2nd floor over the kindergarten classrooms would give 4 additional
classrooms. A lunchroom that would facilitate entire K-5 eating at same
time as Jr. High. This would allow for greater flexibility in scheduling.
• I would like to see a teacher lounge that actually functions for the
school. It would need to be centrally located (preferably attached to
the main office) and also function as kitchen (refrigerator, microwaves,
sink, etc.) and a teacher workspace with copy machines, laminators,
die-cutters, etc.
5. What are your sources of inspiration (architecturally and/or educationally)?
• I have always taught at a school with two gyms for PE and
extracurricular sports; it allows for more activities and practice time
• Keeping an open-mind, respecting others, traveling, maintaining
connections with the French speaking world, being a great listener and
learning about what people like/what inspires them, reading, listening,
and growing as a person personally and professionally, giving back on
what are my strengths, sharing, caring, learning how to be vulnerable
and take risks, staying current on culture, and discovering new ways to
think and learn.
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K-Log furniture with flexible seating. Other educational magazines with
options for more sensory movement in school.
• Functionality, Adaptability/Flexibility Brightness/access to lots of light
Open concepts
• Sort of like a gym partitions off, we can partition off....
• Definitely opening up common areas for student to gather and study
comfortably, I love the coffee shop feel.
• Natural light, Open spaces, Ease of use
• Sunset Ridge :) I love the flexibility in each space, the light, the green
plants. The foyer with stadium seating
• Something safe, collaborative, unique, and gives a sense of community.
• The sky light in the main stairwell of Sears is handmade and
irreplaceable. It is a work of art and is part of Sears architecture that
should not be altered. Another additional architectural inspiration would
be the addition of clean, white tile to replace the dark, old, smelly
carpet; New Trier's newly remodeled wood shop provides an
educational source of inspiration.
• Whatever is best for our students and faculty.
6. What is working and not working in your current learning environment? What
change would you recommend to enhance a new way of learning?
• Coaches office connected to the gym would allow for us to be in our
office and still see kids entering the gym
• Not enough space, non-working outlets, sometimes Wi-Fi network issues,
temperature control, overall, you make do with your space the best you
can, but there are elements that take away from precious contact
learning minutes. Also, when you have creative ideas and I could set up
a center approach to learning tapping into different learning styles, but
the element of space can create obstacles and limitations.
• Currently, my office is next to the other social worker which works great!
If a crisis occurs and we have to run to a classroom or help another
student, but have students with us, we are able to send them to each
other’s offices. If one of us has an overflow of students in need of
support, we are able to easily tag-team. We both have our own offices
which is needed to provide private therapy sessions. What is not working
is that anyone can see who we are working with. It is a private session
and some student are uncomfortable when people are walking by in
the halls and can look in. My room is next to the 7th grade ELA room.
The teacher has told me she has been able to hear students in my room
talking. Sometimes, students have meltdowns and are quite loud in my
office and I do not want to disrupt the learning going on next door.
Another problem is the lack of meeting space in the building. Team
meetings are held in classrooms if the students are at Specials. Some IEP
meetings are held in a small office where not all members are even
able to fit at the table.
•
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Mentioned above (re: shared office space) We are currently limited in
the number/placement of flexible learning and testing spaces and do
not always have access to the types of space we need for effective
teaming/collaboration and when multiple meetings being held
simultaneously.
• I teach in auditorium, like that it is different and spacious, but it's
actually too spacious....would be great possibly, if I HAD to stay in
auditorium, for better lighting and more pieces on the stage to assist
with daily teaching.
• Our equipment room is a huge challenge and our health room is not
large enough to fit the proper number of students in it either. Our
teacher's PE office is not a very comfortable place to meet and be in.
• Confined space with posts breaking up the room. Little to no wall
space. Uneven and broken up floor (tile in some parts, cement in others)
• Desks are in the way, crammed on the floor in between desks with
young students, crammed into desks to allow for carpet space during
junior high. Also, I have an exuberant and communicative class, and we
bother the teachers around us. Sound proofing or better placement
within the building.
• Small Space, especially during the winter months when we are confined
to the gym space.
• Working Lockers have been a wonderful addition. Every student
currently has their own locker which benefits this program; Not Working
The addition of a Smart board to replace the overhead projector I
currently have would benefit my program; A built in speaker system to
project the teachers voice (instead of the portable floor model currently
in use); The Ventilation system will need a tune-up, the bag filter housing
and drum collection system is rusting away outside the Baker Building; A
coat closet-a simple request, but has a large impact as the teacher
would have his own space within the classroom.
• As for the music department, we are not currently located all together.
It would be nice to have a music wing located near the auditorium. This
way, band and orchestra teachers will not have to transport heavy
instruments (timpani, xylophones, basses, etc.) from the 2nd floor to the
1st floor at concert time. Being close to the auditorium would also
provide a seamless environment for all the music teachers as we could
use the stage as a collaborative teaching space.
7. What would you envision as a unifying space that may serve as a hub to all
grade levels and sections within the school? How would this space relate to the
various zones of the building (JuniorK-2nd, 3rd-5th, 6th-8th)?
• 2 gyms would benefit all grade levels
• If one section could host the overall whole group that would be
incredible! Since people are different and learn differently a station
approach to accommodate different learners and interest pods would
•
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be cool. Wonder if there could be a connection to a Panther? A symbol
that represents Sears and then have pods or discovery corners
surrounding the panther, draw lines or open all ways to pods. Center
Panther shape for all school group gatherings and then for example a
centers approach to learners: media space, an art section, a music
section, an explore/ science lab, a cultural center of ancient and
modern world, math and manipulatives, a literacy corner, theater,
SEL/sensory building blocks pod.
I think that in order for learning to happen, spaces need to be private so
that students would not be distracted by other groups.
I am not sure! There could be multiple models. I like the idea of a gradeband model overall, with some more departmentalized areas (e.g., SST
members working across all grades, Related Services, Specials).
A welcome area, steps.... put a world map on the wall to show where
our families come from.... a real eye-popping welcome that screams of
our mission statement and goals as a school.
A large enough open area that students can gather in for individual
work, but classroom can all walk through and use portions of it as well.
Comfortable, open, able to be used in multiple ways.
Again, I love the foyer with stadium seating, and it opens to the theater
at Sunset Ridge. That would be a lovely way to gather everyone, but still
be able to use the space with smaller groups as well.
One main inviting entrance and community area for all students to
gather, study, socialize and start their day on a positive note.
In addition to a cafeteria, that could be used by all grade levels, the
LTC also provides a unifying space that is used by all. Additional
improvements made to the LTC would benefit everybody.
In my opinion, nothing accomplishes this more than a library. If the
library were more accessible to the entire school, that would greatly
help unify the school.
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Teacher Master Planning
Workshop Notes October 1, 2020

On October 1, 2020, approximately 25 Joseph Sears School faculty
members participated in a 1.5-hour long late afternoon workshop that
focused on presenting highlights from the Sears School Master Plan
Visioning Workshops that have taken place between March- June 2020,
as well as reviewing progress and eliciting feedback on Master Plan
Option 7 that is in the process of being developed by the architectural
team of DLA Architects and New Vista Design in collaboration with Sears
School leadership.
All Joseph Sears School faculty members were invited to attend the workshop, during which they were given the
opportunity to offer real-time feedback on the plans presented, as well as participate in breakout group meetings to
further share their excitement, questions and concerns.
The workshop was facilitated and presented by Joseph Sears School leadership, the Kenilworth Board of Education,
New Vista Design, and the DLA design team. Agenda items included:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Master Planning Overview (10 min)
Visioning Highlights (20 min)
Plan Review & Feedback (30 Min)
Park District /Townley Field Campus (10 Min)
Small Group Discussions (20 Min)
Next Steps and Q&A (10 min)

Due to COVID-19 social distancing measures, the workshop was held virtually on a Zoom platform. The following notes
offer highlights from individual participant responses. A recording of the workshop, as well as a PDF copy of Master
Plan Option 7 documents can be found at: www.kenilworth23.org/visionsears. For additional questions about the
Master Planning process and progress, please visit with website above, or contact visionsears@kenilworth38.org

What Faculty Members are Most Excited About
Modern, Open and Innovative Spaces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan provides flexibility with creativity and
innovation
Love the modern opening welcoming spaces
The open feel of the rendering feels fresh & open
The open feeling of commons
The back of the building looks transformed and
provides community access to the Library Tech
Center (LTC)
Wide open spaces
Open collaboration spaces for students
Open space!

Community Use and Access
•
•
•
•
•

Great collaboration with Park District! Love the
Community Hub!
Community hub in the back; nice for community to
have designated space attached to school
Like the idea that after hours the community uses
cafeteria, practical arts, gym
Like the improved access from front and back areas
Community & Park District programming
collaboration opportunities

newvistadesign
st

Envisioning 21 Century Schools
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Teacher Master Planning
Workshop Notes October 1, 2020
What Teachers are Most Excited About Continued
Common Areas/Atrium
•
•
•
•

Really like the common areas
Atrium conducive for collaboration
Openness of atrium...feels more connected
Love having the new atrium space

New Entries
•
•
•

Great use of space...wow factor on both entrances
Love the entries
I like the skylights and the entrance design for the back of
the school

Learning Hubs
•
•
•

Excited about learning hubs and extended learning space
Hubs, with a more open feel are good
Like collaboration spaces for grade level bands

Science Classrooms
•
•
•
•

Having science classes together is nice
Love the three science labs together
Building monitoring systems near Science Labs
Visibility to students and to Science and sustainability
curriculum

Outdoor Spaces
•
•

Love the outdoor spaces
Green spaces and sustainability focus

Sustainability
•
•

Goal for LEED Gold
Thermal comfort!

Enrichment Spaces
•

Excited that there are dedicated arts spaces

Library Tech Center
•
•

Love the LTC on the first floor close to community access
I like the LTC – with two Learning Studios/Labs (Panther Lab;
Makerspace)
o Soundproofing (Audio recording, podcasting, greenscreen,
news report)
o Permanent Green Spaces (Pull down green screens)

Parking
•

Like additional parking spaces

Natural Light
•
•
•

Lots of natural light
The atrium will bring much needed light into the west side
I like that the skylight is kept

newvistadesign
st

Envisioning 21 Century Schools
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Teacher Master Planning
Workshop Notes October 1, 2020

Questions and Concerns from Faculty Members
Cost and Scope
•
•
•
•

•

Auditorium

Can you share the dollar amount that you were
working off of?
What kind of budget are we planning for?
Is there another plan and other options that we can
see?
Some years we have larger-sized groups of students,
has that been taken into consideration when
creating the classes? There are only 3 sections for
3rd, 4th, and 5th.
It is important that we carry the project into 2025 to
update all parts of the building – Over the next 5
Years

Cafenasium
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will all the students K-8 be eating in the cafenasium?
Will hot food service be available in the cafenasium?
Concern about lunch scheduling and setup and
takedown
Suggest having garage doors on existing gymnasium
for supervision during recess
Kids will be eating in the gym?
A concern is the how many periods will lunch cover
and the quantity of students in the room at one
time. Acoustics will be important to design properly

Indoor Recess
•
•
•

What indoor space is available on rainy days if the
gym and cafenasium are used for eating? Where will
kids have indoor recess?
We typically have indoor recess in the gym and the
auditorium
Where will indoor recess occur?

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Outdoor Learning and Play Spaces
•
•
•

•

Concern about the loss of the existing outdoor
classroom location and the loss of donated plants
Concern about the location of the new outdoor
classroom for supervisory purposes
How do you access green roof? All ages can use?
Won’t the JK/K playground be distracting to the kids
in the 1st grade classroom facing that area as well as
the 2nd floor classrooms?

Loss of the Auditorium is an important concern… it is
great for all-school events throughout the year
o 8th grade play (precursor to moving on to New
Trier
o First day of school
o Graduation
o Performances
o Community choir
o Scamper, etc.
Would acoustics be as good in gym or cafenasium?
Concern about loss of auditorium as it also functions
as an addition music teaching space
Trickle effect for PE if it is set up for another activity
Auditorium is an important part of school morale,
traditions, school climate, etc.
Where can the entire student body and faculty meet
at once?
Teachers may be OK with the loss of the auditorium
in lieu of classroom space, however community may
not view it in the same manner
o There may be “emotional” push back from the
community about the loss of the space
If we don’t have the auditorium, what else can we
use as a formal performance space?
Where will there be a space for large performances
now?
Where will large viewing activities like graduation
and plays be held if the auditorium is repurposed?
Where would gatherings for the entire school take
place?
"As the person who taught in the auditorium and has
directed many performances there, I think there is
some merit to invest in the teaching spaces and not
worry so much about this loss

Thermal Comfort
•
•
•

Will central air be in the whole building?
Will Heating and Cooling be addressed throughout
the building in its entirety?
Windows that open in baker building??!!
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Questions and Concerns from Faculty Members Continued
Atrium
•

Teacher Collaboration Areas

Are the Science classrooms next to the atrium the
only classrooms exposed to the community/atrium
area?

Science Spaces
•
•

•
•
•

Will the science lab have glass windows to the
atrium? Do any other classroom spaces have the
same?
For science rooms, it's great to have them together.
However, has it been considered to have them with
their grade levels so that they have the opportunity
to collaborate with their team?
Science separated from everyone; difficult to
collaborate with grade level teachers
It would be great to explore having science labs with
the rest of middle school classrooms
For the science rooms, is the size being adjusted or
considered? For more student-centered learning, it's
nice to have a larger space with a specified lab area
and specified classroom area in a singular classroom.

Small Group Services
•

Can you explain the small group student services
spaces?

LTC
•
•

Does the LTC space allow for a JK-8 students? Such
as a picture book room?
Will the LTC have any natural light or views out?

•

Are the learning hubs large enough for entire grade
levels?
Like the middle school hub. Hope Baker Building can
be disguised

Classrooms
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

What enhancements will be made to all classrooms
and when?
I see there are 2 JK rooms, one is in the old space for
JK. Has that room been enlarged in this plan?
Our class sizes change from year to year. I noticed
that 3rd, 4th, and 5th only have 3 sections
Is there room for larger class sizes?
Will the second-grade classrooms be more equal in
size?

Faculty Hall was a space during the last renovation
that honored the faculty
Where is the Teacher work room with laminators,
binding, poster maker etc.?
Where is Faculty Hall?

JK-2nd Spaces
•
•
•

•

Like that there are two JK classrooms
Would prefer that JK classrooms be located closer to
the other side of the classroom wing where the
younger kids are dropped off.
Concern over the loss of the existing play area and
that the play area in the courtyard could be
disruptive.
Would like the book room to be located near the JK2nd classrooms

Village House
•

So village house is now gone? No more
refurbishing?

Storage
•
•
•
•
•

Learning Hubs
•

•

Is there one book room for JK-2? It is far from
classrooms
Concern for the need of more general storage space
Custodial Needs
Has more storage space been accounted for in the
additions and remodeling?
More needed!

Parking
•

Lighting in Parking Areas - When you work late at
Sears, there is no lighting in the parking lot; safety
concern – can we add floodlights?

Music Rooms
•
•

Don’t we need 2 music rooms -younger and older
grades
Is there a music room for primary and JH or just one
for everyone
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Questions and Concerns from Faculty Members Continued
Display and Exhibition

Athletic Spaces

•

•

Please consider how the school’s art collection can
be showcased as a collection.

Bathrooms
•
•
•

Will there be gender neutral bathrooms?
Will there be additional faculty bathrooms?
Are the bathrooms being updated and more added?

Sanitary Measures
•

Hand washing areas in classrooms or other sanitary
measures?

•
•
•

Are there any additions to the gym or indoor space
for PE classes?
Concern about losing some of the Athletic Spaces
originally considered
Park District considering creating a Field House –
Turf Area for Baseball, Lacrosse, Football
Concern about losing outdoor play space around
Townley Field

Administrative Spaces
•

Are admin offices still in same area?

General Questions and Concerns from Faculty
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there a change to the nursing office?
Where can clubs occur?
What about the Faculty Hall and Panther Courtyard?
What is the difference in square footage between the proposed and current plan?
Will windows be redesigned to provide better airflow?
Where are the world language classes located? Are they with the Arts?
Is World Language on the 2nd floor?
Where are the World Language classrooms on the 2nd floor? Will they be easy to access for JK-2 students?
Is there a playground for older students?
Is the Baker Building going to be renovated or demolished or left intact?
Where is the Industrial Arts classroom located?
Is there only one music room in the music wing?
Where are the 6th - 8th classrooms?
Where is the teacher work room?
Where are student services / special education classrooms?
What has covered the small interior park?
Have we gained or lost parking spaces?
What is the white space between art and music?
Additional bathrooms in basement level?
Can we get a paper copy of plans? It is tough to follow on small laptop screen
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Faculty Participants

Presenters

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

The Joseph Sears School Leadership
Kate Donegan
Mia Sachs
Stephanie Helfand
Joe Bailey
Deborah Keegan

Andrea Drangsholt
Barbara Rodriguez
Bill Gordon
Blythe Szafoni
Catherine Lucas
Elisabeth LeBris
Emily Hayden
Enza Fox
John Scheidt
Julie Fontana
Katie Nahrwold
Katie Spangler
Kim Goff
Kristin Rydholm
Laurie Sahn
Lisa Lehman
Margo Parkes
Martin Heffner
Michelle Harradine
Moris Q.
Samantha Valsamis
Spencer Frie
Terry Oquendo
Toula Sideris
Tracey McDowell

Kenilworth Board of Education
Stephen Potter
Evan Lukasik
Park District
John Hart
DLA Design Team
Tracy Biederstadt
Matt Lowe
Heather Juhl
Steve Wright
New Vista Design
David Stephen
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On October 1, 2020, approximately 67 Joseph Sears School community
members participated in a 1.5-hour long early evening workshop that
focused on presenting highlights from the Sears School Master Plan
Visioning Workshops that have taken place between March- June 2020,
as well as reviewing progress and eliciting feedback on Master Plan
Option 7 that is in the process of being developed by the architectural
team of DLA Architects and New Vista Design in collaboration with Sears
School leadership.
All Joseph Sears School community members were invited to attend the workshop, during which they were given the
opportunity to offer real-time feedback on the plans presented, as well as participate in breakout group meetings to
further share their excitement, questions and concerns.
The workshop was facilitated and presented by Joseph Sears School leadership, the Kenilworth Board of Education,
New Vista Design, and the DLA design team. Agenda items included:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Master Planning Overview (10 min)
Visioning Highlights (20 min)
Plan Review & Feedback (30 Min)
Park District /Townley Field Campus (10 Min)
Small Group Discussions (20 Min)
Next Steps and Q&A (10 min)

Due to COVID-19 social distancing measures, the workshop was held virtually on a Zoom platform. The following notes
offer highlights from individual participant responses. A recording of the workshop, as well as a PDF copy of Master
Plan Option 7 documents can be found at: www.kenilworth23.org/visionsears. For additional questions about the
Master Planning process and progress, please visit with website above, or contact visionsears@kenilworth38.org

What Community Members are Most Excited About
21st Century Facility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visionary plan, good timing
The plan brings Sears school into current practices
Welcoming spaces that mirror what other academic
communities are doing. Very exciting
Looks gorgeous. Quite a bit of thought went into
it. Appreciate all your hard work
Nice to see Sears come into the 21st century
Bringing up to date...much needed
Competitive to other local districts
Lack of change has been disturbing

Community Building
•
•

Updated and modern...draw people into the
community
We want the best school in the country

Increased Natural Light
•
•
•
•

The layout looks great. Bright and refreshing with
lots of light…
Love the lighting and TLC on the 1st floor
The atrium will bring much needed light into the
west side
Love the natural light
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What Community Members are Most Excited About Continued
Enrichment Spaces
•
•

Additional space for enrichment/extended learning for
all levels will be great!
Moving arts to the main level will be great

New Entry Areas and Atrium
•
•
•

Great use of space...wow factor on both entrances
Love the entries, common areas, and outdoor spaces
The Atrium space is beautiful and will be a great resource

Improved Layout
•

Layout makes a lot of sense: School on front on
Abbotsford and community spaces in back

Open and Outdoor Spaces
•
•
•
•
•

Like the open spaces...airy, outdoor connections
Like big open spaces; Community Space
Happy to see the school is creating a self-sufficient
campus
I like the idea of relocating the Green Bay Trail
The current interior courtyard not used much now, love
the idea of pre-K in that space

Green Roof
•
•

Love the Green Roof
Love the nature/biophilia/green roofs

Questions and Concerns from the Community
Phasing
•
•

When work is being done, where are students going
to be? What are the phases?
School can be conducted at other spaces in our
community

Sharing the Plans
•
•

Plans for sharing more broadly? JSSPVA, Board
Meetings, Buildings and Facilities meetings
Difficult to follow the plans during the presentation

Cost and Scope
•
•
•

Will any houses around the school be condemned
and demolished in the renovation?
Want to be conservative about what we are
doing...in the end the plans may be changing
Need more detail about the project budget and
financing of project. It was not clear what the actual

•
•
•

project budget is. John H also asked what is the
square footage of new construction?
Concerns about funding…
What would have to be cut/lost?
Conservative approach...aim to be under budget to
be more realistic of what is achievable

New Atrium Area
•
•

•
•

Stairs seems unsafe, and not a good place to study
and gather
How many could be accommodated on Learning
Stair / Lower Level and around perimeter of Main
Floor opening for larger groups? Estimated 750 –
800 standing?
Love the introduction of all of the daylight into the
building
What is the capacity for large groups in the Atrium?
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Questions and Concerns from the Community Continued
•

Auditorium
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Is the auditorium still there?
Space for large performances now?
Where would gatherings for the entire school take
place?
Where will large viewing activities like graduation
and plays be held if the auditorium is repurposed?
I understand the need for multi-use rooms but sad
to see a formal auditorium go. Any chance of
reconsidering this?
What is the seating capacity of the current
auditorium? Will the proposed space provide the
same capacity?
Can Dr. Helfand explain the auditorium situation
again? Is the current auditorium going away?
I wish we were not eliminating an auditorium
Very concerned about the removal of the auditorium
Loss of a beautiful auditorium
There needs to be an auditorium where everyone
can gather.
Nygaard Auditorium = Kenilworth Icon
There is a concern about the auditorium going away
There is a concern about acoustics in a Cafénasium
space / multipurpose space
A more formal performance space is needed,
performing arts is valued and losing the auditorium
sends the wrong message about the community
value of the Performing Arts.
Loss of Auditorium - “The auditorium is an important
public space for community.” “One of the best
places in the entire school.” “A big part of many
traditions” – Scamper, graduation, plays, etc. “Bad
idea to remove auditorium. Find space for music
somewhere else.” “Teaches social skills of sitting
quietly in a large group.”
Conflicted about the auditorium. Creates such
tradition yet I understand that it is
underutilized. Cafetorium doesn’t have same feel as
the auditorium.
Auditorium underutilized, use for educational space
Question as to current capacity of Auditorium versus
what Cafenasium could accommodate?
Auditorium….600ish? Verify
Cafenasium…Estimated 400 – 450 if chairs?

•
•
•
•

•

Ability to have large gatherings in the school a
concern
Where else would it be possible?
Concern from community if the Auditorium no
longer existed
Can the stage be used as classroom space?
Currently being used that way
Understand the concept of flexibility of use for
Cafenasium but dedicated space for performances
and rehearsals is a concern because of extended
time needed where sets, etc. need to be in place and
cannot be torn down.
Less Agile if constantly needing to be reconfigured

Outdoor Spaces
•

Drainage and potential flooding with additional hard
surfaces

History and Tradition
•
•
•

Maintain historical Character
Nostalgia...name (would like to keep it)
Interested in knowing if the art in the school's
collection will continue to be on display

Village House
•
•
•
•

Location of new village house that was presented is
more comfortable, yet less integrated with the
school at the same time
Fundraiser for Village House?
Rental Space (Outside of Community and not as
close to Sears)
Adult activities more of a concern than kid’s
activities

Science Spaces
•
•
•
•
•

Science classes together nicely
Will the science lab have glass windows to the
atrium?
Do any other classroom spaces have the same?
Are they the only classrooms exposed to the
community area?
For science rooms, it's great to have them together.
However, has it been considered to have them with
their grade levels so that they have the opportunity
to collaborate with their team?
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Questions and Concerns from the Community Continued
Building Security and Access
•
•

Will the building be able to be separated from a
security standpoint between public and school
occupied space?
Risk of security?

Library Tech Center
•
•
•

Does the LTC space allow for a JK - 8 students? Such
as a picture book room?
Is there thought about moving stacks externally or
into a less space consuming location within the LTC?
What is LTC? May want to specify Library &
Technology Center when presenting to clarify

Classroom Sizes
•

Are the second-grade room sizes being adjusted?

Language Classes
•

Where are the world language classes located? Are
they with the Arts?

Parking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor Classroom / Garden
•

Athletic Spaces
•
•
•
•

Are there any additions to the gym or indoor space
for PE classes?
Outside community use of the Gymnasium
Limit access to non-public spaces
Will there be any work done in the existing Gym?
Modifications?

Student Services
•

•

Is there a change to the nurse’s office?

Playground
•
•
•
•

•

•

Can you explain the small group student services
spaces?

Nurse’s Office

Is there a playground for older students?
How is the proposed new blacktop play space going
to impact the proposed village house renovation or
impact play space available on Townley Field?
Very concerned about the loss of a playground to a
parking lot
Parking lot replacing JK playground is “egregious”
and “insulting”; playground is used a lot over
summer and is valuable playground space; students
should be encouraged to walk/ride bikes to school,
not drive
What happens to playground on South Side? Does it
remain?

The parking does not seem aligned with the guiding
principles.
Underground parking instead of new parking lots?
How do people coming to events get to the spaces
and how do they park?
I understand the need for more parking but question
how high the priority really is?
Is it really worth losing JK Playground for a few new
parking spaces?
Street Parking?
Tunnel Access?
Parking on the West of Tracks? Access through
Tunnel?
Additional parking
Concerned about the loss of the existing outdoor
classroom and the 10 years of work and growth that
has gone into developing the garden. Ms.
Bartholomay worked 10 years ago to help create the
outdoor classroom, and while she understands the
need to expand the school and the site constraints, it
is sad to see 10 years of work have to take a
different form / location. She would love a call from
someone at the school to discuss the garden – I got
the feeling she wanted to talk about reuse options
Park District is taking away the Kenilworth Arts Club
Garden Circle without asking Garden Club – not fair
to members of organization who have been taking
care of it for years

Lockers
•

Will lockers still be located outside the rooms or will
these go away with the learning hubs?

Cafeteria
•

With a new cafeteria, will students be able to come
home for lunch?

Gender Neutral Bathrooms:
•
•

Will there be new Gender-Neutral Bathrooms added
in the building?
Single user Bathrooms? How Many? Locations?
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Community Workshop Participants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Amy Hannus
Ann Potter
Anthony Dolas
Bill Bartholomay
Bill Gordon
Brian's iPad (2)
Carrie Kelly
Cecily Kaz
Chad Emigholz
Chrabaszcz Family
Christine Douglas
Christine Guthrie
Claudia Kocalis
Deanna Elias Close
Deanna's iPad
Deborah Keegan
Eileen
Eleanor (Fiona)
Eleanor Prince
Elizabeth Duquette

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Elizabeth Hennessy
Emily D'Souza
Emily Tzur
Erin Paul
Fiona
Garrick Lau
Giles Judy
Greg Kirrish
iPhone (3)
John Mangel
James Judy
James Mather
Jay Menton
Jean Corvine
Jenelle
Jessica Bollhoefer
Joan
Joanna Naftali
John
John Gottschall

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

John Hart
Kelly Mangel
Kyra Nelson (Nelson)
Lisa Metzger-Mugg
Lydia Mathas
Mark Timmerman
Mary Johnson
Mary Kathryn
Mike Judy
Mindy
Molly Pennise
Nelson
O'Connor
Patrick Zelten
Paul Oäó»Connor
Sai (Sai M.)
Sarah Halack
Stacey Sunderland
Trish S.
Vivian Vahlberg

Presenters
The Joseph Sears School Leadership
Kate Donegan
Stephanie Helfand
Joe Bailey
Deborah Keegan

kdonegan@kenilworth38.org
shelfand@kenilworth38.org
jbailey@kenilworth38.org
dkeegan@kenilworth38.org

Kenilworth Board of Education
Stephen Potter
Evan Lukasik

snpotter100@gmail.com
elukasik@kenilworth38.org

Park District
John Hart

john.hart@comcast.net

DLA Design Team
Tracy Biederstadt
Matt Lowe
Heather Juhl
Steve Wright

New Vista Design
David Stephen

tbiederstadt@gmail.com
m.lowe@dla-ltd.com
h.juhl@dla-ltd.com
s.wright@dla-ltd.com
david@newvistadesign.net
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